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Preface
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A DC grid based on multi-terminal voltage-source converter is a newly emerging technology, which is particularly suitable for the connection of offshore wind farms. Multi-terminal DC grids will be the key technology for the European offshore ‘Super Grid’.
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MEDOW offered a development path to researchers across Europe in the area of DC grids, in addition to fostering greater ties between industry and academia in this key development area.

The project also carried out a number of outreach activities which aimed to create awareness among the general public of the research work carried out by the project and its implications for citizens, as well as to introduce school and university students to science, research and innovation.
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1. Introduction

A DC grid based on multi-terminal voltage-source converter is a newly emerging technology, which is particularly suitable for the connection of offshore wind farms. Multi-terminal DC grids will be the key technology for the European offshore ‘Super Grid’.

In the project, DC power flow, DC relaying protection, steady state operation, dynamic stability, fault-ride through capability, and impacts of DC grids on the operation of AC grids and power market were studied. Systematic comparison of DC grid topologies and stability control strategies was carried out, and DC grids for offshore wind power transmission and onshore AC grid interconnection were investigated. Operation and control were evaluated using various simulation platforms and experimental test rigs. The outcomes of the project are expected to contribute to integrating offshore wind power into the onshore AC grids in European countries and for the European Super Grid.

The overall objective of the research was to find comprehensive solutions to the key techniques of DC grids for integrating renewable power, and to remove the barriers of the interconnection of AC and DC grids. There are 12 scientific objectives (O1–O12) under four research work packages (WP1–WP4):

WP1: Connection of offshore wind power to DC grids:
O1: Design and analyse the topologies of offshore DC grids
O2: Determine steady state operation characteristics
O3: Develop dynamic control systems for offshore DC grids

WP2: Investigation of voltage source converters for DC grids:
O4: Design and compare various voltage source converters
O5: Investigate power flow control in DC grid
O6: Develop tools for analysing and simulating converter stations

WP3: Relaying protection:
O7: Analyse DC grid faults
O8: Develop DC protection algorithms and post-fault restoration schemes
O9: Investigate AC protection with DC grids

WP4: Interactive AC/DC grids:
O10: Develop simulation and experimental platforms for the integrated DC/AC system.
O11: Investigate impact between AC and DC grids
O12: Validate integrated DC/AC systems using simulation and experimental platforms

The main results of the 12 ESRs trained in the MEDOW project are presented in this report. The report structure follows the project structure, with each following chapter presenting the results obtained within one of the work packages.
2. Connection of offshore wind power to DC grids

2.1 Optimal wind power transfer through DC grids - Marc Cheah

The first HVDC-connected Offshore Wind Power Plants (OWPPs) were built in Germany and are based on Point-to-point (P2P) links [1]. However, in other areas with planned long distance OWPPs, such as UK [2] or US [3], more complex topologies are proposed with offshore interconnection between OWPPs. The interconnection of OWPPs increases reliability, maximizes wind power transfer, addresses intermittency of wind and increases trading capability between countries. In [4] these advantages are presented and different designs are evaluated in terms of economic benefits. The increase of reliability with multi-terminal DC (MTDC) grids was studied in [5]–[7] and AC interconnections were analysed in [8]. Also, minimization of power losses in DC grids with offshore wind integration was addressed in [9]–[11].

In this study, topologies based on AC and DC interconnections between OWPPs are evaluated in terms of power losses minimization and reliability. Power losses of VSCs and AC and DC components are reduced with an optimal active and reactive power scheduling and an optimal voltage operation in the AC and DC offshore grids. Reliability is analysed with Capacity Outage Probability Tables (COPTs) to calculate the total availability of each topology. An example of a cost-benefit analysis with real wind speed data is used to evaluate the best interconnection topology. The additional interconnection investment is compared against the total operational energy savings from the power losses reduction and the increase of availability.

Figure 1: Interconnection options between OWPPs

2.1.1. Interconnection Options

Figure 1 shows the possible interconnections between two OWPPs. HVDC interlink between onshore VSCs is not considered because it is mainly used for energy trading between two countries or to increase the transmission capacity between two areas in the same country. MVAC interlinks between collector platforms are not analysed neither, because MVAC cables are less suitable as an alternative export route due to limitations in number of interlink cables, current rating and excessive power losses compared to equivalent HVAC cables. Therefore, the interconnection topologies analysed in this study are: (i) HVDC interlink between offshore VSCs, (ii) HVAC interlink between offshore VSCs and (iii) HVAC interlink between collector platforms.
2.1.1.1 Power Losses Analysis

An Optimal Power Flow (OPF) is used to minimize the power losses of each topology. The objective function includes the power losses of cables, transformers, HVDC converters and WT converters. The variables to optimize are the AC voltages and angles at the offshore HVDC converters, the DC voltages at the onshore HVDC converters, the active power schedule of the HVDC converters and the reactive power schedule of the offshore HVDC converters and the WT converters. The network equations and the current limits of converters, cables and transformers are the constraints for the OPF. The contribution that active power, reactive power, and voltages have on the total power losses reduction is analysed with additional constraints. Also, power losses are analysed in different operational points and interlink cable lengths.

2.1.1.2 Reliability Analysis

The total availability of each topology is calculated using a COPT-based risk model. This reliability model considers the failure rate and mean time to repair of AC and DC cables, AC and DC breakers, transformers, VSCs and VSC reactors. The general block diagram of the reliability model is shown in Figure 2, where the blocks S1 - S5 represent the equivalent reliability model of different elements. Figure 3 shows an example of a detailed reliability model for the topology with HVAC interconnector between offshore VSCs.

![General reliability model for interconnected topologies](image1)

![Detailed reliability model for topology with HVAC interlink](image2)
2.1.1.3 Cost-Benefit Analysis Results

An example of a cost-benefit analysis is used to evaluate the profit of the interconnector topologies. The two OWPPs have an identical configuration with a rated power equal to 492 MW. The wind generation is based on 1 year wind speed data from FINO 1 [12] and the effect that the distance between the OWPPs have on the wind speed is represented with the cross-correlation model in [13]. The energy cost of offshore wind is considered £120/ MWh [8] and the component costs are from the ETYS 2015 [14].

Table 1 shows the annual energy savings from the availability increase and power losses reduction when interconnectors are used. HVAC interlink between collector platforms provides the highest savings compared to the base case without interlink. However, the HVAC interlink between offshore HVDC converters shows similar results. It is observed that most of the savings are from the availability increase and power losses minimization represents only 10 % of the total savings. Table 2 shows the results of the cost-benefit analysis considering a standard discount rate of 6 % [8]. All the options have a positive NPV for a 25 years investment, but the lowest payback period is for the HVAC interlink between collector platforms.

Table 1: Annual average of undelivered energy and energy losses with their associated savings compared to the base case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undelivered Energy (%)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings from availability increase (£M)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy losses (%)</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savings from power losses reduction (£M)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of cost-benefit analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interconnector investment (£M)</td>
<td>28.26</td>
<td>10.78</td>
<td>10.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual savings (£M)</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payback period (years)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Present Value for 25 years (£M)</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>27.86</td>
<td>30.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.1.4 Summary

This study compared three interconnection topologies between OWPPs: (i) HVDC interlink between offshore HVDC converters, (ii) HVAC interlink between offshore HVDC converters and (iii) HVAC interlink between
collector platforms. A power losses and reliability analysis were used to evaluate the benefits of the different interconnected options. HVAC interlink between collector platforms is the best option to reduce power losses and increase availability of the OWPPs. However, for long distances between OWPPs HVDC interlink is the only possible option due to an excessive increase of power losses and unavailability.

Optimal P schedule with interconnectors can provide a significant reduction in power losses compared to optimal Q schedule or voltage, if the power generations or the transmission system characteristics of the OWPPs are sufficiently different. The total availability is highly dependent on the wind generation level, the interlink capacity and the transmission capacity. Also, the DC cable availability has a significant contribution to the total availability. Therefore, the estimation of the total availability is highly dependent on the failure rate and mean time to repair values of the DC cable. A cost-benefit analysis is presented to compare the interconnection topologies based on the total savings from power losses reduction and availability increase. All topologies have a payback period equal or lower than 10 years.

2.1.2 Inertia Emulation in Offshore Wind Power Plants

2.1.2.1 Introduction

The inertial response or fast frequency response is responsible for containing the frequency during the first seconds after a power imbalance in an AC grid. A power system with low inertia will have a higher Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF) and require additional energy to contain the frequency within operational limits, than a power system with high inertia [15], [16]. This increase in the rate of change of frequency may result in unintended tripping of distributed generators with loss of mains relays. Also, the actions required to contain the frequency would need to take place more rapidly to avoid and excessive frequency reduction that could activate load shedding or even cause loss of synchronism.

Two methods are reported in the literature for provision of inertial response from Wind Turbines [17]–[20]. These are: (i) kinetic energy from WT rotating mass; and (ii) additional active power from WTs operating in deloaded condition. The advantage of using kinetic energy is that the WTs do not have to operate below maximum power extraction and the power is delivered more rapidly. Variable speed WTs are not sensitive to frequency variations in the grid and they do not provide natural inertial response as conventional synchronous generators. In addition, large OWPPs connected through HVDC decouple the offshore grid from the onshore grid. Supplementary controls can be implemented in the WT converters and the HVDC converters to emulate inertial response and release kinetic energy stored in the rotating mass of the WTs.

In this study, control strategies for inertia emulation in OWPPs are compared based on the options already presented in academia and industry. In general, two main options can be defined: Synthetic Inertia (SI) and Temporary Overproduction (TO). The two strategies are compared according to their implementation and MATLAB simulations, where the RoCoF and the maximum frequency deviation are evaluated. Also, a number of solutions are presented to limit the recovery power of the WTs after the kinetic energy has been released. A Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) experimental test is used to demonstrate Inertial Emulation with TO in a HVDC-connected OWPP.

2.1.2.2 Inertia Emulation Strategies

2.1.2.2.1 Synthetic Inertia
This strategy mimics the inertial response of conventional synchronous generators. Figure 4a shows the general implementation of SI, which is based on a PD controller. In summary, the following combinations for SI are found in the literature: (i) PD controller without washout filter [21]–[24], (ii) PD controller with washout filter [25], [26] and (iii) proportional controller with washout filter [26]–[28].

2.1.2.2 Temporary Overproduction

This strategy provides additional power for a specific period of time. The additional power is independent of the RoCoF, hence TO does not amplify noise of the frequency measurement. The additional power can be implemented as a step or a proportional function [29], [30]. In this study, the control scheme presented in Figure 4b is used to implement TO as a step function.

2.1.2.3 Experimental Test Rig

Inertia Emulation from HVDC-connected OWPPs is tested in an experimental rig. The experiment considers an OWPP connected through a HVDC Point-to-point system. In [31] a similar experiment is presented for a MTDC system using the same experimental rig, but the test was focus on the coordinated control scheme of the MTDC grid. Figure 5 shows the general diagram of the hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) set-up. The main components are: WT test rig, VSC test rig, DC Network cabinet, real time simulator and grid simulator. The WT test rig, VSC test rig and DC Network cabinet represent scaled-down elements of a real system. The real time simulator represents a model of the onshore AC grid, which is interfaced to the VSC test rig with a grid simulator.

2.1.2.4 Results

IE of WTs is implemented as TO, based on the step function in Figure 4b. A communication-free control scheme using DC voltage as an intermediate signal artificially couples the offshore and onshore frequencies. Two different case studies are considered:

- TO: frequency support without reducing the impact of recovery period.
- TO-R: frequency support reducing the impact of recovery period. This is achieved limiting the recovery power at 2% of pre-disturbance power.

Figure 6 shows the experimental results comparing TO and TO-R. The recovery power limitation reduces significantly the second frequency dip on the onshore frequency, as shown in Figure 6d. The onshore frequency variation is successfully transferred to the offshore grid as shown in the DC voltage (Figure 6b) and
offshore frequency (Figure 6c) results. The WT rotor speed initially decreases to release the kinetic energy from the rotational mass and recovers the initial value after the inertial response service has ended. The rotor speed recovery is slower in TO-R because the recovery power is limited.

Figure 5: General diagram of the HIL set-up

Figure 6: Experimental results of Inertia Emulation using TO and comparing case without recovery period reduction (TO) and with reduction (TO-R).
2.1.2.5 Summary

This study analysed two main options for Inertia Emulation in OWPPs: Synthetic Inertia and Temporary Overproduction. SI strategies are based on different combinations of PD controllers and TO can be implemented with a step or proportional function. Considering the current system operator requirements for WT inertial response, the parameter tuning in TO is more convenient than in SI. Also, TO is more robust against frequency measurement noise than SI, but it provides a constant additional power independent of the frequency deviation, unless a proportional function is used. The PD and P controllers with washout filter and the TO can be tuned to have a similar performance in terms of RoCoF and maximum frequency deviation. The recovery power can generate a second frequency dip, which is especially important in TO. The impact of recovery power can be reduced if the recovery period is delayed or the recovery power is limited.

A HIL experimental test was used to demonstrate Inertia Emulation with TO in an OWPP connected through a HVDC point-to-point link. A communication-free strategy was chosen to couple artificially the onshore and offshore frequencies. Two case studies were compared to test the effectiveness of limiting the WT recovery power.

2.1.3 Electrical Resonance Stability in HVDC-connected Offshore Wind Power Plants

2.1.3.1 Introduction

Electrical interactions between offshore HVDC converter control and series resonances have been identified by CIGRE Working Groups B3.26 [32] and B4.55 [33] as potential causes of instability in HVDC-connected Offshore Wind Power Plants (OWPPs). In HVDC-connected OWPPs, the long export ac cables and the power transformers located on the offshore HVDC substation cause series resonances at a frequency range of 100 ~ 1000 Hz [32]–[34], i.e. at harmonic frequencies. Moreover, the offshore grid is a poorly damped system directly connected without a rotating mass or resistive loads [32], [35]. The typical control of an offshore HVDC converter [36] could further reduce the total damping at the resonant frequencies until the system becomes unstable.

This study analyses and discusses the impact that harmonic series resonances have on the voltage stability of HVDC-connected OWPPs. An impedance-based representation is used to identify resonances and to assess stability considering the effect of the offshore converters. The resonance stability of an OWPP is determined using an alternative approach to the positive-net-damping criterion [37]. This has been reformulated to evaluate the net-damping for electrical series resonances and to provide a clear relation between electrical resonances of the OWPP and stability. Analytical expressions of the harmonic series resonances are obtained and the total damping of the OWPP is used to characterize conditions of stability. The effect that the HVDC converter control parameters and the OWPP configuration have on stability is shown using examples.

2.1.3.2 Impedance-based Representation of an HVDC-connected OWPP

Figure 7a shows the configuration of an HVDC-connected OWPP. Figure 7b shows an impedance-based model of the HVDC-connected OWPP suitable for the analysis of electrical resonances and stability. The ac cables of the export and collector system are modelled as single \( \pi \) sections with lumped parameters and the transformers are modeled as RL equivalents. The VSCs are represented by equivalent circuits, which include
the frequency response of the controller. The offshore VSC is represented by a Thévenin equivalent as it controls the ac voltage of the offshore grid [36], [38]; however, Norton equivalents are used to represent the WT VSCs since they control current [38], [39].

(a) General scheme  
(b) Impedance-based model

Figure 7: HVDC-connected OWPP

2.1.3.3 Stability Analysis

The stability analysis of the HVDC-connected OWPP is studied based on the following closed-loop transfer function in s-domain:

\[ T(s) = \frac{1/2g(s)}{1+2c(s)/2g(s)} \]  

Equation 1

where \( Z_g \) is the equivalent impedance of the offshore grid and \( Z_c \) is the HVDC converter impedance. Also, the equivalent impedance from the voltage source \( v_r C_h \) in Figure 7b is expressed as:

\[ Z_{eq} = Z_c + Z_g \]  

Equation 2

A variation to the positive-net-damping criterion given in [37], [40] is here employed to analyse system stability. The criterion has been reformulated to evaluate electrical resonance stability. Therefore, positive-net-damping criterion is defined as:

\[ R_T(\omega_{res}) > R_g(\omega_{res}) + R_c^h(\omega_{res}) \]  

Equation 3

where resistance \( R_T \) represents the total damping of the system, resistance \( R_c^h \) the HVDC converter damping and resistance \( R_g \) the offshore grid damping. From Equation 3 the offshore HVDC VSC is asymptotically stable if the total damping of the system, \( R_T \), is positive in the neighbourhood of an electrical series resonance.
2.1.3.4 Results

The modified positive-net-damping criterion was applied to analyse the impact of electrical series resonances in the voltage stability of an HVDC-connected OWPP. The effects of the offshore HVDC converter control and the OWPP configuration are considered in the study. The system is analysed in no-load operation and when WTs are connected.

Figure 8 shows an example of an unstable case in no-load operation due to the ac voltage control of the offshore HVDC converter. The intersection between $Z_c^h$ and $Z_g$ approximately determines the series resonant frequency. When the system is unstable the resonant frequency is located in the negative-resistance region of $Z_c^h$, as shown in Figure 8a. Following the Nyquist criterion, the Nyquist curve encircles $(-1,0)$ in clockwise direction and the open loop system does not have unstable poles. Therefore, the system is unstable because the total number of zeros with positive real part is 1. In Figure 8c, the voltage at POC shows oscillations at 296 Hz due to the resonance instability identified in Figure 8a.

![Frequency response: $R_c^h, Z_{eq}^h, Z_c^h, Z_g$.](image1)

![Nyquist curve of $Z_c^h/Z_g$ (only positive frequencies).](image2)

![Instantaneous and RMS voltages at POC. Step change is applied at 1 s.](image3)

**Figure 8**: Unstable example in no-load operation with PI gains of ac voltage control equal to $k_{p,v} = 0.01$ and $k_{i,v} = 4.6$ and export cable length equal to $l_{cb} = 10 \text{ km}$

Figure 9 describes an example where the ac voltage control is designed to have a fast dynamic response (e.g. $k_{p,v} = 1$ and $k_{i,v} = 500$) and the number of WTs decreases from 80 to 24. When the number of WTs reduces to 24 the offshore converter becomes unstable since the resonance lies in the negative-resistance region, as shown in Figure 9a. Also, the Nyquist curve agrees with the positive-net-damping criterion as shown in Figure
9b. In Figure 9c the instantaneous voltages at POC show oscillations at 449 Hz when the number of WTs is reduced at 1 s; this is due to the resonance instability identified in Figure 9a.

(a) Frequency response of $R_c^h + R_g, Z_{eq}^h, Z_c^h$ and $Z_g$.
(b) Nyquist curve of $Z_c^h/Z_g$ (only positive frequencies).
(c) Instantaneous and RMS voltages at POC when the number of WTs is reduced from 80 to 24 at 1 s.

**Figure 9:** Unstable example when 24 WTs are connected, $k_p, v = 1$ and $k_i, v = 500$.

2.1.3.5 Summary

This study described the impact of harmonic series resonances in the voltage stability of an HVDC-connected OWPP. The positive-net-damping criterion was reformulated to define the conditions of stability of an HVDC-connected OWPP as a function of the ac voltage control parameters of the HVDC converter and the configuration of the OWPP. The modified criterion was evaluated for electrical series resonances based on the phase margin condition. Expressions of the harmonic resonance were derived from simplified VSC and cable models.

As a result, the electrical resonance instabilities were analysed for different operational conditions. In no-load operation the risk of detrimental resonance interaction increases, because the resonance has poor damping and is located at the lowest frequency. The connection of WTs moves the resonance to higher frequencies and increases the total damping. If the HVDC converter control is designed to have a fast dynamic response, the converter reduces the total damping at the resonance frequency.
2.1.4 References
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2.2 Control of multi-terminal VSC-HVDC systems for offshore wind power plant

Muhammad Raza

2.2.1 Introduction

In first half of the year 2016, offshore wind power plants with the combine capacity of 511 MW were installed in European seas. In 2016, it is expected to connect offshore energy of total capacity of 4.2 GW with the grid when under construction wind power plants will be fully commissioned. The statistic shows the ambition of EU states to achieve the threshold of 40 GW of offshore wind power by the end of 2020. In order to manage the enormous amount of offshore energy into the grid, the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) proposed a 20 year offshore network development master plan which provides gradual approach to plan offshore grid in the North and Baltic Seas. The proposed transnational offshore grid will provide benefit to European countries such as access to offshore wind energy, enhance the ability to trade electricity, and smooth the wind energy variability on the markets.

Most of the wind power plants currently installed in the North Sea are close to shore. Wind turbines will move into deeper water and further from the shore as the technology grows. Existing operational wind power plants are built not further than 20 km from the shore and not more than 20 m deep, but in future it will be installed at the distance greater than 60 km and in depth more than 60 m. Most of the offshore wind power plants are connected with the onshore grid via AC cable. This is suitable for short distances and low power transmission, but with the increase in distance, submarine AC cable generates higher capacitive reactive power which limit the active power flow capability of the cable. The use of high voltage direct current (HVDC) technology is essential for the offshore grid to overcome the AC cable limitation. However, the cost of the HVDC converter station is higher than AC substation but the cost of DC cables is lower than AC cables. Further, the HVDC converter station have higher losses, but lower losses per km than AC system. Thus, there is a trade off in the use of DC versus AC transmission system. Based on the length verse power constraints, it can be proposed that the offshore nodes must be located near wind power plant cluster to minimize the number of nodes per country, but wind power plant near coast must be directly connected with AC cable to onshore grid. The principle of the future offshore transmission network will depend on three basic components.

- Lines/Branches: Transmission capacity is limited by submarine cable characteristics
- Offshore nodes: The offshore platform will serve as a common connection point for different offshore wind power plants as well as interconnector between TSOs
- Onshore nodes: It is the connection points between offshore and onshore electrical network

There are two basic types of HVDC transmission links i.e. line commutated converter (LCC) and voltage source converter (VSC) HVDC transmission system. The LCC-HVDC transmission system widely used at voltage of up to 800 kV operating over 6 GW per line. However, LCC-HVDC have some disadvantages compare to VSC-HVDC such as inability to connect to weak grid, and complex switching system for bi-directional operation. The VSC-HVDC transmission is considered to be a favorable system for offshore grid due to it distinguish feature such as compact size, modular development of the system, ability to provide dynamic voltage support to AC voltage hereby can be used for black start, and simple power reversal principle which based on current direction. Furthermore, the multi-terminal application of VSC-HVDC transmission system enables the development of meshed DC grids. A HVDC transmission system based on VSC exists mostly in point-to-point configuration, and the research on multi-terminal DC node is in early stages. Although most of the VSC technology already exist in principle, but there are several technical aspects of VSC HVDC transmission which
requires to be addressed such as the forming of the offshore AC grid and its control, the short-circuit control of the wind turbines and the VSCs connected with offshore AC hub, an MTDC system, integration of offshore AC grid with offshore DC grid, power distribution, offshore grid codes, etc. Thus, the aim of the research was to:

“Design and develop the control system of voltage source converter (VSC) for high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission systems to interconnect offshore wind power plants in multi-terminal grid configuration”.

Different scenarios to interconnect wind power plants, offshore nodes and onshore nodes are demonstrated in Figure 10. Such an offshore grid can act as a mediator among several wind power plants and different countries grids. The offshore wind power plants cluster/hub close to shore are connected with AC cable to shore and neighbour countries via HVDC cable. Offshore node is a substation that is formulated by connecting several wind power plant at a common point that are at short distance with each other. If distance between hub to hub or hub to onshore substation is greater than 60 km then they are connected via HVDC transmission system. This report will highlight the possible control schemes and its characteristics for such an integrated offshore grid.

Figure 10: Mesh offshore grid: different scenarios of interconnecting offshore wind farms, offshore substation, and onshore substation.

2.2.2 Offshore Grid Concepts

The future offshore mesh grid can be realized as shown in Figure 11. There are two sets of VSCs converter in the system. First, the offshore converter that are linking offshore AC system to DC system and secondly, the onshore converters that are linking the DC network with the onshore AC network. The offshore converters have responsibility to form the offshore grid which means it must energized the network and impose the frequency on the network. The onshore converters requires to balance the power in the DC network. The onshore converters are synchronized with the grid frequency and injects available DC power.
The basic transmission configuration of a VSC-HVDC system to interconnect offshore wind farm with the onshore grid is a point-to-point configuration as illustrated in Figure 12. In such configuration, the capacity of the wind power generation is equal to the capacity of the VSC and connected to only one onshore grid. The protection schemes is based on the conventional method i.e. AC circuit breaker on AC network, and DC chopper installed at onshore substation for DC fault. This configuration is limited from the prospective of trade and the size of the wind farm is limited up to VSC capacity [41], [43].
The concept of point-to-point VSC-HVDC transmission system can be extended for the development of an offshore grid. An example of an offshore is illustrated in Figure 13, in which three wind farms are connected with three onshore grids [42]. The DC connection is in point-to-point configuration therefore it does not required addition protection schemes. Offshore AC network is controlled via more than one VSC system. The VSC systems act as the slack sources in the network hereby provides redundancy for continues operation in case of failure in one transmission system. The power in the offshore AC network is now balanced by multiple VSC. The offshore network usually contain only static devices and does not have any inertia. Nowadays, most of the wind farms contains synchronous machine with fully rated converters hereby isolate the offshore network from the wind turbine inertia. The disadvantage of not having inertia in the system is the link between frequency and the network power which does not exists, and the power balancing and sharing must be achieved via communication among VSC systems which requires extra communication cables and introduce delays in the control schemes [47]. With the application of frequency and voltage droop scheme, the communication signal can be avoided and power can be share via only local measurements. The frequency and voltage droop equations are Equation 4 and Equation 5.

\[ \omega_{\text{ref}} = \omega_0 - k_f (P - P_0) \]  

\[ u_{\text{ref}} = u_0 + k_u Q \]
The different principle of power sharing between VSCs using frequency droop scheme are illustrated in Figure 14 and Figure 15. There are two strategy to share the active power, firstly sharing by assigning different droop gains, and secondly by assigning different active power set-points. In first strategy, the active power flow direction through all VSCs would be same at all wind power in-feed however the rate of change of imposed frequencies by each VSCs would be different as illustrated in Figure 16. In a stable system, imposed frequencies by each VSCs will converge to the same equilibrium point however their dynamic behaviour would be significantly varies from each other. The main advantage of this schemes is that the active power will not be exchanged from one VSC to another with the wind energy variation. This can be observed from Figure 17. The VSCs transfer energy to onshore only that is generated by the wind farms [44], [46].

In the second strategy, active power is shared by assigning different active power set-points and having same droop gains in all VSCs. The frequency and active power response is illustrated in Figure 18 and Figure 19. It can be observed that the transient response in the frequencies of VSCs are almost identical and possess high damping compare to previous strategy. However, it can be notices from the active power response that at no wind power infeed energy is transferred from one VSCs to another. This can be regarded as an energy trade between two onshore grids via offshore AC network, but it has lower efficiency and unnecessary active power loss that occurs in the offshore converters. It is preferable to use multi-terminal DC network instead for energy transfer between onshore grids. The advantage of having offshore AC network is that the offshore hub capacity can be higher than the power capacity of one VSC-HVDC transmission system and larger wind farms can be installed.

**Figure 14:** Frequency droop with different gains and same active power set-points

**Figure 15:** Frequency droop scheme having same slope but different active power set-points
For an offshore AC network, it is important to have frequency coordination and active power reduction schemes in the wind generation system in case failure of one transmission system [48]. Furthermore, the reactive power sharing between VSCs in the offshore is achieved by assigning appropriate voltage droop gains. Since, the VSCs are controlling different busbars in the network and the reference voltages applied by the VSCs do not converge at the same equilibrium points thus there is no significant difference between reactive power sharing via droop gains or reactive power set-points. The application of voltage droop requires addition voltage stability criteria in order to control the reactive power sharing as well as to keep the network long term voltage stability [46]. In addition, the voltage droop schemes enables additional degree of control on the reactive power management in the offshore AC network which improves the losses in the network [45], [49]. Whereas traditionally, it was mainly achieved by wind turbines reactive power set-points.

A multi-terminal VSC-HVDC transmission system is preferable in order to enhance the trade between different countries for long distances. A configuration of MTDC transmission is illustrated in Figure 20. The offshore DC hub is suitable if the wind farms are located far from each other. Different configuration can be employed such
as radial, radial-ring, star, meshed etc. However, the complexity in the DC system varies according to the DC fault protection scheme.

Figure 20: Multi-Terminal VSC-HVDC transmission system configuration.

Figure 21: Control scheme for MT-VSC-HVDC transmission systems

The DC voltage in the MTDC system is controlled by onshore converters. The control principle for onshore side converter is illustrated in Figure 21. The most common control scheme is the Master-Slave principle in which one offshore converter control the DC voltage called as Master converter, and the remaining offshore
converters are operated in constant power control known as Slave converters. In such control principle, a communication signal is required among onshore converters in case of failure in master converter. In such case, one of the slave converter has to be operated as master converter in order to continue the operation. Master-slave control method inherent power flow limitation that is only one converter is balancing the power in the DC network, this means that theoretically the capacity of the master converter should be equal or greater than the sum of all the slave converters.

An alternative method of power sharing is the droop control, in which all the converters collaborate to balance the power according to the sharing factor. The droop principle is illustrated in Figure 21c. In case of imbalance in power, the controllers adjust the injection in a proportional manner. Converter adjust the deviation according to their droop gains and control the individual converter contribution in the power balancing. The droop control provides the slack source redundancy in the network, however, the power fluctuation in-feed in the onshore grid is proportional to the wind variation.

![Figure 22: Combine solution of offshore AC network and MTDC transmission system.](image)

The power fluctuation can be reduced by enhancing the droop principle as illustrated in Figure 21d. In this scheme, one onshore converter is designated as master converter controlling solely DC voltage and other onshore converters are operating in constant power control mode within the DC voltage limits. As soon as these DC voltage limits violated, converters start operating with the principle of droop to balance the voltage.

A combine solution of an offshore AC network and offshore DC hub can be introduced as illustrated in Figure 22 to utilize the characteristic of both configurations. Such configuration can enhance the trade between countries as well as provide better integration of offshore wind farms located far from onshore grids.
2.2.3 Summary

The objective of this research was to derive information and recommendations for future wind power plant projects. The results could be useful for developers, planners and operators, as well as to national and European authorities. The analysis in this research will allow assessing:

- Information and recommendations for future wind power plant projects.
- Beneficial for pre-project planning and realization of offshore wind power plants.
- Assessing the consequences and solutions for the offshore electrical power system with respect to voltage control, reactive power and transient behaviour.
- Proposed scenarios for calculation opportunities and risk of certain configurations of offshore wind station and the connection to the onshore grid.
- Explore the possibilities for connecting the wind farms to the onshore grid, including the option of an offshore grid extension.
- Demonstrate the possibilities for reliable technical solution for wind power generation and integration.
- Provide the industry with validated design tools and standards.
- Tools for optimal wind power station design and control.
- Concepts for an optimal interconnection of electricity grid from offshore to onshore and insight in transient behaviour.
- Choice of optimal wind farm electrical lay-outs.

2.2.4 Author Publications


2.3 Control and operation of wind power plants connected to DC grids- Kevin Schönleber

2.3.1 Introduction and objectives

The research project “Control and operation of wind power plants connected to DC grids” was conducted by Early Stage Researcher Kevin Schönleber at the industrial partner Alstom Renovables España S.L. (now General Electric Renovables España S.L.). Being a manufacturer for offshore wind turbines (WTs), among others, there is a special interest in the grid integration of these systems. Specifically, when very remote offshore wind power plants (WPPs) are to be connected to the main grids, high-voltage direct current (HVDC) technology is the technical-economical choice. Moreover, HVDC technology using voltage-source converters (VSCs) is the state-of-the-art solution for this application. The HVDC transmission might be a point-to-point connection in the simplest embodiment, but multi-terminal and meshed structures which were investigated within the MEDOW project could evolve in the future. Regardless of the HVDC connection (point–to–point, multi–terminal or meshed), the offshore ac grid formed by the WPPs and the offshore VSC-HVDC operates asynchronously to the main grids, is characterized by extensive submarine cabling and ultimately interfaced by multiple power converters. Several challenges are addressed in this project to enhance the operation and control of those offshore ac grids.

The focus was laid on the offshore ac grid where full power converter based WTs are linked to an offshore VSC– HVDC. Due to this configuration, studies regarding the operation and control of these grids might be bounded by the respective dc links of the WT converter and the offshore VSC-HVDC. Figure 23 draws a generic offshore ac grid connected via HVDC transmission to the main grid.

Figure 23: Schematic of offshore grid formed by several WPPs connected to a point-to-point HVdc transmission scheme.

The main objectives of the work are outlined as follows:

- Analysis and recommendation of reactive power dispatch strategies for the offshore grid of HVDC – connected WPPs. The particularities of such systems must be thoroughly addressed (decoupled operation, multiple converters, and reactive power requirements due to submarine cables).
- Analysis and proposition of reactive power/voltage control in HVDC--connected WPPs clusters. Here, the actual operator boundaries for operation and control play a crucial role for the operation and control framework deployment.
- Proposition of control method and suitable current injection during fault ride through (FRT) of unbalanced faults by the grid–forming offshore VSC– HVDC.
• Analysis of FRT strategies by the grid-connected WT converters during unbalanced faults in the offshore grid.

To sum up, two main topics of interest were covered: first, enhancement of normal operation through reactive power control and second, FRT operation of HVDC-connected WPPs.

2.3.2 Methodology

The theory implicated and highlighted in the following was applied through computer simulations with Matlab/Simulink and the SimPowerSystems toolbox. Experimental implementation of the investigated strategies was not envisaged during the project. Moreover, the studies on normal operation and steady-state voltage/reactive power control were made through steady-state load flow calculations. For this purpose, the Matlab power systems package MATPOWER is used. The simulations on FRT during electrical faults in the offshore ac grids demanded transient/dynamic simulations in the time domain. In the project, the use of any proprietary models was omitted and own generic models were developed to ease the publication of related results.

2.3.3 Reactive power control in normal operation

Reactive power management in the offshore grid is independent from the main grid when an HVDC transmission link is used. The offshore VSC-HVDC sinks the total active and reactive power and acts as a slack source to the offshore ac grid. Furthermore, it provides the voltage reference to the latter. In this work, reactive power control strategies were proposed with the objective to lower the power losses in the offshore ac grid. Figure 24 concludes the communication paths of the considered strategies whose characteristics are further depicted in Table 3.

![Figure 24: Control scheme for MT-VSC-HVDC transmission systems](image)

![Table 3: Characteristics of the considered reactive power control strategies](image)
The six reactive power control strategies consider unity power factor operation by the WTs (strategy S1), unity power factor operation by the offshore VSC-HVDC through dispatch of reactive power set-points by the WPP control (WPPC) (S2), or optimal dispatch of reactive power among all converters (S3). The first two strategies are conventional operation concepts, whereas the latter makes use of optimal power flow (OPF) algorithms. Furthermore, all three strategies are also proposed with a variable reference voltage imposed by the offshore VSC as S1var, S2var, and S3var, respectively. Those latter strategies all rely on a multi-variable OPF aiming to lower the total power losses in the system. To achieve maximum power output system, the total losses assessed in the algorithm consider the power converter losses of the WTs, the offshore grid losses, and ultimately the losses occurring in the offshore VSC (refer to the boundaries depicted to describe the system in Figure 25).

The reactive power control strategies consider unity power factor operation by the WTs (strategy S1), unity power factor operation by the offshore VSC-HVDC through dispatch of reactive power set-points by the WPP control (WPPC) (S2), or optimal dispatch of reactive power among all converters (S3). The first two strategies are conventional operation concepts, whereas the latter makes use of optimal power flow (OPF) algorithms. Furthermore, all three strategies are also proposed with a variable reference voltage imposed by the offshore VSC as S1var, S2var, and S3var, respectively. Those latter strategies all rely on a multi-variable OPF aiming to lower the total power losses in the system. To achieve maximum power output system, the total losses assessed in the algorithm consider the power converter losses of the WTs, the offshore grid losses, and ultimately the losses occurring in the offshore VSC (refer to the boundaries depicted to describe the system in Figure 25).

The reactive power control strategies consider unity power factor operation by the WTs (strategy S1), unity power factor operation by the offshore VSC-HVDC through dispatch of reactive power set-points by the WPP control (WPPC) (S2), or optimal dispatch of reactive power among all converters (S3). The first two strategies are conventional operation concepts, whereas the latter makes use of optimal power flow (OPF) algorithms. Furthermore, all three strategies are also proposed with a variable reference voltage imposed by the offshore VSC as S1var, S2var, and S3var, respectively. Those latter strategies all rely on a multi-variable OPF aiming to lower the total power losses in the system. To achieve maximum power output system, the total losses assessed in the algorithm consider the power converter losses of the WTs, the offshore grid losses, and ultimately the losses occurring in the offshore VSC (refer to the boundaries depicted to describe the system in Figure 25).
to the WPPs and a voltage set-point to the offshore VSC. The internal management of each WPP might be made with the strategies S1 to S3 presented earlier.

2.3.4 Fault ride through of unbalanced faults

The operation of the offshore VSC-HVDC is denoted as grid-forming operation mode, contrary to the grid-connecting operation mode used by the WT converters. The grid-forming converter aims to provide the voltage reference and operate as a slack source to the offshore ac grid; however, during faults it is of utmost importance that the converter currents can be limited to avoid damage of the semiconductor devices. Therefore, at least during fault situations a dedicated current controller had been suggested in earlier research. For unbalanced faults, the current might be controlled in symmetrical components to gain full control over positive and negative sequence. The control concept proposed and used for this work is constituted by a voltage control (VC) and current control (CC) which are developed respectively in symmetrical components. The control proposal is sketched in Figure 26.

To improve the current limitation during unbalanced fault situations for the grid-forming VSC-HVDC, an extended saturation method was proposed to maximize the current injection by the converter when two phases are faulted. The controlled fault current by the converter aims to help protection schemes in the decision of fault isolation.

Moreover, four FRT strategies by the WT converters were investigated for fast reactive current provision during unbalanced faults in the offshore grid. The FRT strategies consider mitigation of power converter over-modulation through active or reactive power reduction as well as positive and negative sequence grid support. The strategies are further outlined in Table 4.

![Figure 26: Control concept in symmetrical components for the grid](image)

**Table 4:** FRT strategies applied by the WT converters and denoted as reference calculation (RC) strategies
2.3.5 Case studies

2.3.5.1 Reactive power control in normal operation

The analysis on the reactive power control strategies uses the WPP characteristics from the French Fécamp project which is planned to have a rated output of 498 MW composed by 83 WTs of 6 MW each. Figure 27 visualizes the WPP layout. In the case study the WPP is connected by a 10-km-long export cable system to the offshore VSC, whereas the original project is located nearshore and thus ac-connected. Further relevant reference data, including component parameters and voltage levels, are provided in [50].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RC</th>
<th>Pos. seq. ctrl</th>
<th>Neg. seq. ctrl</th>
<th>OM limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC1</td>
<td>No support</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC2</td>
<td>Voltage support</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC3</td>
<td>Voltage support</td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC4</td>
<td>Voltage support</td>
<td>Voltage support</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 27: WPP layout and reference data for the reactive power control analysis

2.3.5.2 Fault ride through of unbalanced faults

The FRT strategies, both for the WTs and for the offshore VSC-HVDC, were analysed for unbalanced faults at the 150 kV busbar of a HVDC-connected WPP cluster connecting three parks. The electrical schematic of the system is given in Figure 28. Namely line-to-line (LL) and single-line-to-ground (SLG) faults were applied at fault location FA.
In the following the results of the case studies are presented. It should be mentioned that more detailed results were disseminated in [50] and [51] for the reactive power control for the normal operation of HVDC-connected WPPs. The work on reactive power control in WPP cluster is currently under review [52]. The studies on FRT of unbalanced faults in the offshore grid is submitted and albeit under review [53]-[54].

2.3.6.1 Reactive power control in normal operation

In the following, a selection of results is presented for the studies of conventional and optimization-based reactive power control strategies in HVDC-connected WPPs. Here, wake effects were not considered and all WTs receive the same wind speed. Figure 29 depicts the relative total system loss to the base strategy S1. The results demonstrate that S2 causes higher losses than S1 for the active power range $0.0 < p < 0.6$ p.u. and less losses for $p > 0.6$ p.u.. As expected, the employment of the OPF algorithm in S3 has the lowest loss values over the whole power range within the strategies with a fixed voltage reference (S1, S2 and S3). The variable strategies S1var to S3var demonstrate that the voltage reference as control variable has an important impact on the power losses. Specifically, in the higher power range for $p > 0.4$ p.u. the variable strategy performs better than its fixed voltage reference counterpart (S1var with respect to S1, etc.). It is remarkable that S1var causes a similar result as S3var although the latter uses a more complex optimization incorporating the individual reactive power set-points of the WTs.

Figure 30 depicts the voltage reference set-point $u_{PCC}$. For the strategies S1 to S3 $u_{PCC}$ is fixed at 1.0 p.u.. The variable strategies S1var and S2var result in similar voltage profiles as S3var. In the lower power range the system voltage is decreased to reduce the reactive power requirements (and related power losses) and the associated power losses in the converters, whereas for higher powers the increase of the system voltage leads to lower losses.
Table 5 summarizes the AEP, energy losses per year and the economical equivalence thereof per year, when a feed-in tariff of 130 MEUR/year is considered. The results demonstrate, that the variable voltage strategies might increase the AEP and lower the annual energy losses (AEL) and their respective costs.

**Table 5: Annual energy losses (AEL) and the monetary equivalent (ME) of the six strategies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S1var</th>
<th>S2var</th>
<th>S3var</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AEP(^1) / GWh</td>
<td>1811.37</td>
<td>1812.07</td>
<td>1813.50</td>
<td>1817.69</td>
<td>1815.60</td>
<td>1818.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEL(^2) / GWh</td>
<td>94.54</td>
<td>93.84</td>
<td>92.41</td>
<td>88.22</td>
<td>90.30</td>
<td>87.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME of AEL / ME yr(^{-1})</td>
<td>12.29</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td>11.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Refers to the energy injected to the HVdc link on the offshore side.

\(^2\) Refers to the energy losses in the offshore grid, including power converter losses.
For the simulations on HVDC-connected WPP clusters (not shown in this report), the input of the power losses occurring in a WPP under different operating points with respect to active and reactive power are important. The results for the case study WPP considered above are drawn in Figure 31. It is obvious, that a reactive power set-point demanded at the connection point of the WPP consequently increases the internal loss due to the additional converter and grid currents.

![Figure 31: Power losses in the case study WPP under varying operating points](image)

2.3.6.2 Fault ride through of unbalanced faults

The results of the comparison between the normal and extended fault current strategy are depicted in Figure 32. As an example, a SLG fault at the 150 kV busbar causes a situation were two phases appear to be faulted when passed through the HVDC transformer (the current references for these phases rise at the output of the VC during the fault). The WPPs are not connected and thus inject zero current. In the normal saturation scenario activated during the first 250 ms of the fault only one phase reaches the maximum current. In the next 250 ms, the extended fault saturation allows that both phases, b and c, reach the maximum fault current provision by the VSC-HVDC. Intrinsically this increases as well the fault current provision at the fault location. Further results are given in [53].
Besides the control enhancement during unbalanced faults by the offshore VSC-HVDC, four FRT strategies by the WT converters in the offshore grid were analysed. Figure 33 depicts the results for a LL fault for four FRT strategies. For all four cases, the fault is applied for 250 ms. Strategy RC1 shows a good transient behavior for the grid voltage which is decreased in positive and negative sequence component. This behavior results from the over-modulation reduction scheme implemented in the WT converter controls. The third row shows that the current injection by the WPP1 for this strategy is reduced during the fault and ramped up in the post-fault time frame. Compared to the other strategies, over-voltages might be avoided. More detailed results are given in [54]. The strategies RC2 and RC3 cause the highest voltage magnitudes during the fault (refer to Row 1 and Row 2). For these strategies, the negative sequence currents are consequently controlled to zero which is visible by the balanced currents injected by the WPP (Row 3). Strategy RC4 supports the grid voltage in positive and negative sequence which leads to an unbalanced converter response and lower voltage magnitudes compared to the previous cases.

Figure 32: Comparison of normal and extended saturation during a SLG fault at the 150 kV busbar

Figure 33: Results for four FRT strategies during a LL fault at the 150 kV busbar
2.3.6.3 Conclusions

The research project treated two main topics regarding the operation and control of HVDC-connected WPPs. Firstly, the steady-state reactive power and voltage control in the offshore ac grid was investigated. The work envisaged principally the potential power loss reduction through reactive power control in the decoupled offshore ac grid. Therefore, optimization-based reactive power control was proposed which results in a sharing of reactive power between the WT converters and the offshore VSC-H HVDC. The evaluation against conventional strategies, where reactive power is solely provided by the offshore VSC- HVDC or by the WTs, demonstrated reduced power losses which equal 0.8 MEUR per year for a 500 MW reference WPP. The decoupled offshore grid offers additionally the incorporation of the voltage reference in the optimization algorithm. This concept enables further reduction of losses which was also effectively demonstrated for more complex structures, when WPP clusters are operated with the proposed strategies. The reactive power might be shared effectively, if the WPPs are operated at unity power factor and the voltage reference by the offshore VSC- HVDC adapts to the active power injection. Higher collection grid voltages, e.g. 66 kV in the future will increase the need for improved reactive power control in the offshore ac grids of HVDC-connected WPPs and motivate more research in this field.

Secondly, dynamic simulations on the FRT behaviour of the WTs and the offshore VSC were conducted for unbalanced faults in the offshore grid. Therefore, a control method in symmetrical components, comprising voltage and current controllers in positive and negative sequence, was proposed. Besides that, a saturation method which enhances the current provision by the offshore VSC was suggested and tested. It was shown that such a control method successfully rides through unbalanced faults in the offshore grid and furthermore increases slightly the controlled fault current. Moreover, four FRT strategies by the WTs were analysed which use controllers in symmetrical components. Here, over-modulation reduction strategies on either active or reactive current were also considered. The results demonstrate that solely positive sequence grid support might lead to over-voltages during unbalanced faults. Combined positive/negative sequence grid support is advantageous besides controlled active power limitation which also limits the over-voltages.

2.3.7 Publications


2.4 Coordinated control of wind power plants in offshore HVDC grids - Jayachandra N. Sakamuri

2.4.1 General Background and Motivation

Due to the depletion of fossil fuels, increased concerns for environmental impact by fossil fuels, and technology developments have encouraged the use of renewable sources for electrical power production. The European Union’s (EU) Renewable Energy Directive created an overall policy for the generation and promotion of energy from renewable sources in the EU [55]. According to this directive, EU targets to fulfill at least 27% of its total energy needs with renewables by 2030. This shall be achieved through the execution of individual national targets of its member countries. According to the Renewable Energy Projections as published in the National Renewable Energy Action Plans, wind energy has the potential to supply 40.6% of all renewable electricity; whereas offshore wind energy will account for 27% of the total wind energy share [56], [57], which is equal to a total of 40 GW of installed offshore wind energy throughout Europe by 2020. The European Wind Energy Association (EWEA)’s new central scenario expects 320 GW of the wind energy capacity to be installed in the EU in 2030, of which 254 GW of onshore wind and 66 GW of offshore wind [58]. To meet the EU action plan targets, The North Seas Countries’ Offshore Grid initiative (NSCOGI) was formed among nine North Sea countries and agreed on closer energy cooperation to enable development of an efficient and economic offshore grid infrastructure for integration of offshore wind energy [59], [60], which also involves selection of technology to transmit offshore wind power: AC or DC.

Due to their distance from the shore and higher installed capacity, the power from the offshore wind power plants (OWPPs) in the North Sea can be transmitted to the shore using voltage source converter (VSC) based high voltage DC (HVDC) transmission systems [61]. Also, Multi-Terminal DC (MTDC) transmission system seems to be a promising solution for interconnecting offshore wind power plants with different onshore AC grids and to lay foundation for future European super grid [62],[63]. Several research projects and researchers have already focused on finding solutions for key challenges for integration of offshore wind power to MTDC grids, for example, TWENTIES, OffshoreDC, Multi-terminal DC grid for offshore wind (MEDOW), to name few projects [64][64]-[66].

This PhD project is a part of the research project funded by EU and it is in a consortium organized by Cardiff University with a project title MEDOW [66], which is a consortium, formed by eleven partners (five universities and six industries). MEDOW has mainly 12 key research objectives under 4 work packages:

WP1 - Connection of Offshore Wind power to DC grids
WP2 - Investigation of voltage source converters for DC grids
WP3 - Relaying protection
WP4 - Interactive AC/DC grids

One of the objectives of MEDOW is to develop coordinated control schemes for effective delivery of ancillary services from OWPPs to AC and DC grids. This has motivated to study the challenges on the control and coordination of OWPPs and MTDC grid for effective operation of the onshore AC grid. Nowadays, the trend is increasing for integrating multiple OWPPs to a common HVDC station [67]-[69], where the offshore AC grid voltage control and reactive power sharing between OWPPs are major concerns. These challenges have
composed the main motivation of the present thesis: “Coordinated Control of Wind Power Plants in Offshore HVDC grids”.

2.4.1.1 Problem Definition

Traditionally power from OWPPs is transmitted to the main land AC grid through AC cables and the AC cable connections are normally feasible for a transmission distance up to 60 km [70]. AC transmission is not a viable option for increased transmission distance from the shore due to the higher charging current requirement because of cable capacitance which results in higher losses with AC cable. Therefore, VSC-HVDC technology becomes a suitable option for grid integration of large OWPPs located far from the shore (>80 km).

The HVDC decoupling from the mainland AC grid makes the offshore AC grid weak and vulnerable to dynamical voltage events due to the limited short circuit power contribution from the HVDC converter and OWPP [71]-[73]. This leads to significant concern for voltage ride through (VRT) capability of OWPPs in the offshore AC grid. Moreover, due to the large available wind resource in the North Sea, many OWPPs are being planned in the close vicinity as clusters and are being connected and considered to be connected to a common HVDC station [67],[69]. The steady state voltage/reactive power control and dispatch strategy of the OWPP cluster connected to the offshore HVDC converter is also important as several OWPPs in close proximity may be connected to the same HVDC converter station, particularly in the growing offshore grid. This requires coordination between them for reactive power and AC voltage control between the clusters of OWPPs in the offshore AC grid.

HVDC Interconnectors to interconnect two synchronous areas are already existing today or being built and since they are, almost all, based on VSC technology. It is very likely that they will then be combined with OWPP connections, transforming it in a MTDC and, why not, in a fully meshed offshore DC grid. The increased penetration of wind power plants (WPPs) into the power system postures several challenges to its operation and stability [62],[63]. Among them, frequency control is one of the important concerns for the transmission system operators (TSOs) along with other system services, for example, fault ride through (FRT) support, reactive power and voltage control. In particular, increased penetration of WPPs replacing conventional synchronous machines leads to the reduced effective inertia of the power systems and that may lead to a lower frequency nadir point, or load shedding, for a large infeed/generation loss in power systems. The primary frequency control today might be too slow for the future power system with much less inertia and then a faster response is needed, creating the need for fast primary frequency control (FPFC) [65]. Therefore, WPPs including OWPPs are required participate in frequency control to limit the frequency nadir [65] i.e. FPFC of the power system. Moreover, the impact of wind speed on the OWPPs power output and the corresponding impact on frequency control also have to be analyzed.

The primary frequency control today might be too slow for the future power system with much less inertia and then a faster response is needed, creating the need for fast primary frequency control (FPFC) [65].

Another challenge with the OWPPs in the HVDC/MTDC system is that they do not respond to the frequency events in the associated onshore AC grid due to the power electronic interfaces in the form of converters inside the WTs and HVDC transmission system. Therefore suitable methods have to be developed to make sure that onshore AC grid frequency events are available to the OWPPs controllers so that they can participate in frequency control.
Considering the above points, the attention in this thesis is directed towards two main research challenges resulted due to OWPPs integration to HVDC /MTDC transmission systems.

- Coordinated AC voltage/reactive power control in cluster of OWPPs connected through common HVDC station.
- Onshore AC grid frequency control from OWPPs in MTDC grid: Methods for frequency control, Impact of wind speed on the frequency control.

2.4.1.2 Thesis Objectives and Limitations

The main objectives of this PhD work can be described as:

- To better understand the AC voltage and reactive power control in the offshore AC grid with the cluster of OWPPs connected to common offshore VSC-HVDC station, and study the reactive power contribution from WTs within the cluster for symmetrical faults at different locations of the offshore AC grid.
- To develop coordinated control schemes for reactive power and AC voltage control in the offshore AC grid composed of cluster of OWPPs connected to common offshore VSC-HVDC station to improve the steady state and dynamical performance of the offshore AC grid.
- To analyze the different methods for frequency control from OWPPs connected through MTDC grids, with and without depending on the communication channels to replicate the onshore AC grid frequency events at offshore AC grid. To study other possible active power balance control services from OWPPs to AC and DC grids (DC voltage control, fault ride through support )
- To study the impact of wind speed on the OWPPs active power output and the corresponding impact on frequency control from OWPPs in MTDC grid.
- To demonstrate the proof of concept of frequency control methods for OWPPs in MTDC grid and the impact of wind speed on the frequency control using a laboratory scaled 3-terminal DC grid test set up.

The main limitations of the study are:

- The study is focused on using root-mean-square (RMS) simulation models; therefore the electromagnetic transient phenomena are discarded.

Only impact of symmetrical faults in the offshore AC grid is considered. The asymmetrical faults and their impact on the offshore AC grid voltage profile and on the coordinated voltage control schemes are not considered.


2.4.2 Thesis Contributions and Main Results

The main contributions of the study performed in this thesis are given below.

1) Three methods for reactive power and AC voltage control in the cluster of OWPPs connected to common HVDC station: (1) Voltage droop control method (2) Coordinated Reactive Power Control Scheme (3) Coordinated Voltage Control Scheme, have been proposed and compared. Methods are proposed to improve steady state reactive power distribution to avoid excessive voltage at WTs and voltage ride through capability of the offshore AC grid with cluster of WPPs connected to common HVDC station.

2) Two methods for frequency control: (1) Communication based, (2) Coordinated control, from OWPPs in MTDC grid have been presented. These methods are validated by time domain simulations using DlgSILENT PowerFactory and performing tests on a 3-terminal laboratory scaled test set up. The impact of wind speed on the frequency control form OWPPs in MTDC grid have been verified with the time domain simulations and experimental tests.

3) The main results of the study have been disseminated in the form of presentations and publications international conference and reputed journals and they are given in next section.

2.4.2.1 List of Publications

The following lists of conference and journal publications are the major contributions to make this report. These papers are included in the appendices and are referenced at appropriate places in the report as needed.

Journal Publications:

J1 Ömer Göksu, Jayachandra N. Sakamuri, C. Andrea Rapp, Poul Sørensen, Kamran Sharifabadi, "Cluster Control of Offshore Wind Power Plants Connected to a Common HVDC Station", Energy Procedia, Volume 94, Sep 2016, Pages 232-240, ISSN 1876-6102


Conference Publications:


2.4.3 Main Results

The simulation and experimental results of fast primary frequency control (FPFC) from OWPPs connected through a 3-terminal DC grid is given in this section. Mainly the impact of release of offshore wind power plant kinetic energy support on DC voltage in MTDC grids is discussed.

2.4.3.1 Simulation Model

A three-terminal DC grid test system with an OWPP, shown in Figure 34, is considered in this paper. The test DC grid interconnects two independent onshore AC grids (AC grid-1 and AC grid-3) and one offshore AC grid having an OWPP. Root mean square (RMS) models for OWPP, VSC-HVDC converters, cables, and transformers have been used for the investigation and implemented in DIgSILENT PowerFactory.
In the following sub sections, a brief description of the onshore and offshore HVDC converter control, OWPP control, and additional controls needed for frequency control are given.

A. Onshore HVDC Converter

The Conv-1 and Conv-3 in Fig. 1 are the onshore HVDC converters, based on VSC technology, connected to AC grid-1 and grid-3, respectively. They share the responsibility of active power balance in the DC grid; hence, they operate in active power control with a DC voltage droop. The Conv-2 in Figure 34, is the offshore HVDC converter is also a VSC connected to the offshore AC grid (i.e. AC grid-2). The main responsibility of this converter is to control the AC voltage and frequency of the offshore AC grid and exchanging the power generated by the OWPP to the DC grid. A supplementary droop controller is added at each of these converters which takes the responsibility of replicating the onshore AC grid frequency at offshore grid in a coordinated manner.

2.4.3.2 Laboratory Scale MTDC Test Set up

The objective of laboratory scaled test set up is to validate the use of DC grid voltage as an equivalent AC grid frequency indicator and also to study the impact of wind speed on the fast primary frequency control. The frequency control test is performed on a three-terminal DC grid laboratory test set up shown in Figure 35. The three-terminal DC grid laboratory scaled test set up is composed of three cabinets, as shown in Figure 35, and a physical emulation of the DC cables. The DC lines (1-2, 1-3 and 2-3) are modelled using the PI equivalent cable. The cable capacitance is included in the VSC capacitance. Each cabinet contains a three-phase 12.5 kVA transformer, the VSC, the control board and the measuring boards. The VSCs are two-level converters based on insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) with a nominal power of 5.7 kVA. The nominal AC RMS voltage is 230 V phase to phase. The switching frequency of each converter is 20 kHz and it is controlled using a control board based on a digital signal processor (DSP) F28M35 of Texas Instruments (TI). All the converters are physically connected to the same AC grid of the laboratory, which is 230 V phase-to-phase. The behavior of the OWPP in the AC side of Conv-2 is emulated using a model implemented in LabVIEW in an external controller that receives data from the DC grid and sends the power reference to be injected by Conv-2 in the DC grid. The frequency event in the AC grid of Conv-1 is emulated considering a model of a virtual AC grid implemented in the DSP of the control board of Conv-1.
A SCADA system is implemented in LabVIEW using the cRIO 9024 controller of National Instruments (NI) to monitor the variables of the MTDC grid and it also includes the emulation of the OWPP of Conv 2. The OWPP emulation in the cRIO 9024 is communicated with Conv 2 via the Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) and the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) of its control board. The emulation of the frequency event of AC grid of Conv 1 is implemented by software in the DSP of Conv. 1.

### 2.4.3.3 Simulation and Experimental Results

The simulation results and corresponding experimental validation of FPFC from OWPPs and other converters in a three-terminal DC grid are presented for three different wind speeds: (1) above rated wind speed (1.1 pu), (2) just below rated wind speed (0.92 pu) and (3) low wind speed (0.7 pu). Here, the results for just below rated wind speeds have been presented. An under frequency event is created at test AC grid by increasing its electrical power output $\Delta P = 0.15$ pu at time $t = 6s$. In all three the test cases, kinetic energy of the OWPP is utilized by overloading the WT for 10 seconds after the initiation of frequency event, i.e. the kinetic energy support of the OWPP is released at time $t = 16s$. The impact of release of the kinetic energy support from the OWPP on the DC and AC grids is studied and possible mitigation methods are discussed.

**Frequency Control at just below rated wind speed (Vw\_0.93)**

The behavior of the WT for overloading at just below rated speed is interesting because of its dynamics. The simulation and experimental results of frequency control (frequency, DC voltage, and active power) are given in Fig.4.
During the frequency control period, the frequency of the test AC grid is improved with the participation of OWPP and Conv-3 (Case 3) compared to other two cases (Case 1 and 2). However, at end of frequency control period, there is a considerable dip in the DC voltage of the DC grid and frequency of the test AC grid, in case 3 compared to a and b. However, the magnitude of secondary dips are lesser for Case 4 (overloading is released with a rate limiter) compared to Case 3, which is explained a bit later in this section. The reason for these secondary dips is due to the sudden drop in active power output after the release of kinetic energy support from the OWPP. This is understood by the simulation and experimental results of WT dynamics given in Fig. 3. During the frequency control period, the WT power output ($P_{out}$) is increased above its optimal value ($P_{mppt}$). Hence, the WT speed ($\omega_{gen}$) starts to decrease with the progress of overloading, causing a reduction in the aerodynamic power ($P_{aero}$), which further reduces the $P_{mppt}$. The $P_{aero}$ cannot be increased, as done in case of above rated wind speeds, because the pitch is already at its optimal position. This process is continued until the end of frequency control period which results in a considerable reduction of $P_{mppt}$. For prolonged frequency control period, there is a risk that WT stops producing power at some point. At the end of frequency control period, $P_{out}$ is set back to $P_{mppt}$, hence results in sudden reduction of active power output of WT (0.9 pu to 0.3 pu). After that, WT starts recovering and reaches its pre-overloading operating point quickly (approximately in 2.5 s). However, the sudden drop in WT, hence OWPP power output burdens the Conv-3 because it increases its power output to maintain the balance in the DC grid.

Figure 37: Coordinated frequency control-Vw_0.92 pu - Simulation and experimental results 1). No Support, 2). Support from Conv-3 3). Support from OWPP and Conv-3 4). Support from OWPP and Conv-3 with rate limiter at WT
This sudden power drop from OWPP has to be avoided to avoid secondary effects on DC grid voltage and frequency of the test AC grids. One possible way is to smoothly releasing the overloading of the OWPP using a rate limiter (RL). At the end of frequency control period, the overloading of the OWPP is released at a rate of 0.025 pu/s instead of using instantaneous release and the corresponding results are given as Case 4 in Figure 37. It can be observed from Figure 38 that the magnitude and rate of secondary dip in frequency an DC voltage are lesser with the rate limiter option (Case 4) compared to the case without rate limiter (Case 3). The corresponding WT dynamics are also smoother, as shown in Fig 5 with subscripts ‘RL’, for example, WT power output with rate limiter ($P_{outRL}$), optimal power output with rate limiter ($P_{mpptRL}$), and WT speed with rate limiter ($O_{genRL}$).

Therefore, the simulation and experimental results prove that the OWPPs and the other converters in a MTDC grid can participate in frequency control without depending on communication channels between the converters in the DC grid and the DC voltage can be used to transmit the frequency of the affected AC grid between the other AC grids. However, wind speeds play a major role on frequency control. In case of above rated wind speeds, the additional aerodynamic power can be utilized by changing the pitch angle to get the additional energy during the frequency control period. In this case, WT dynamics are smoother and secondary DC voltage and frequency dips due to the release of kinetic energy support from OWPP are reasonable. However, at just below rated wind speed, overloading the wind turbine results in a faster reduction in WT output power, causing significant secondary dips in frequency and DC voltage at the end of frequency control period. Limiting the rate of power release can smoothen the WT dynamics to some extent and minimizes the secondary effects. At lower wind speed, secondary DC voltage and frequency dips are minimal due to less share in the active power output from OWPP compared to the other converters in the DC grid. However, the recovery time after releasing the overloading is longer, thus sufficient time has to be ensured to make the OWPP ready for another frequency event.

2.4.4 References
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3. Investigation of voltage source converters for DC grids

3.1 Operation of DC grids with various types of voltage source converters- Jorge Gonçalves

3.1.1 Introduction and objectives

A Direct Current (DC) grid based on multi-terminal Voltage Source Converters (VSCs) is a newly emerging technology, which is particularly suitable for the connection of Offshore Wind Farms. Multi-terminal DC grids will be the key technology to enable a European offshore SuperGrid.

The main objective of this fellow was to investigate VSCs and their compatibility when used in DC grids. Specifically, the objectives for the work within the Work Package and the project were:

- Modelling of 2-level VSC and half-bridge and full bridge Modular Multilevel Converters (MMCs).
- Development of a detailed Modular Multilevel Converter model suitable for the implementation of alternative control objectives.
- Implementation of an electro-thermal model in order to examine the thermal behaviour of semiconductors in Modular Multilevel Converter applications.
- Development of effective active thermal control strategies for Modular Multilevel Converters.
- Establish a control algorithm for the monitoring and management of Sub-Modules State of Health.
- Construction of an experimental platform for the validation of the proposed algorithms and control methodologies.

3.1.1.1 Simulations

The methodology followed in order to attain the proposed objectives consisted in the development of appropriate simulation models of the power electronic converters, followed by the proposal and computer validation of suitable control strategies before the experimental validation of the same. As the simulation models needed to be accessible for other members of the network, which use various software packages according to the type of studies performed, the simulation models for 2-Level VSC and half- and full bridge MMCs were implemented is both PSCAD/EMTDC and Matlab/Simulink using the Plexim PLECS toolbox.

The control loops implemented in the simulation models are shown in Figure 39. The control of a MMC requires not only the typical vector control implemented in the Park reference frame and here named 'VSC Control', as it is common to all VSC-type topologies, but also dedicated control loops and processes: Circulating Current Suppression, Modulation and Capacitor Voltage Balancing.

Specifically to the work of this ESR within the WP, major attention was dedicated to the model in PLECS as it allowed the implementation of the electro-thermal model of the semiconductors in the detailed switching model of semiconductors, which was not possible on other platforms. Electrical and thermal simulation studies were validated initially in PLECS before the conception, design and assembly of the experimental platform.

The 2-Level VSC topology has been replaced commercially by MMCs, represented in Figure 40, which possess significant technical advantages such as lower losses and harmonic distortion. Consequently, the
models of 2- level VSCs are not included or further discussed in this report as they have been used only for the benchmark of the dynamic performance of different converter topologies but not to achieve the technical objectives of the ESR and the WP. Furthermore, the active thermal control methodologies and the Sub-Module thermal balancing strategy proposed by the fellow are independent of the Modular Multilevel Converter topology, therefore only a half-Bridge MMC configuration was utilised to achieve the initially set objectives and also in the experimental platform.

Figure 39: Control Structure of a Modular Multilevel Converter: (a) - General Detailed Control Structure and (b) - Control Structure of a Voltage Source Converter

Figure 40: Modular Multilevel Converter: (a) - Topology; (b) - Half-Bridge Sub-Module configuration and (c) - Full Bridge Sub-Module configuration
3.1.1.2 Experimental Platform

The construction of a 3-phase MMC, even with a reduced rating and only a few SMs per arm, is complex, costly and time consuming. In order to understand detailed electro-thermal interaction of the sub-SM level but keeping the system-level phenomena at sight, a reduced-order setup is considered in this work. The proposed setup, shown in Figure 41, allows a detailed study of the operation and control of MMCs, while reducing the complexity of an experimental platform of a complete three-phase of mono-phase MMC. This functionality is achieved at the expense of customised voltage and current control loops that allow the perfect emulation of the typical arm current and SM capacitor voltages in MMCs.

3.1.2 Simulations and Results

3.1.2.1 Simulation Models

For the MMC topology, simulation models were built for both half-bridge and full bridge sub-module configurations, where the typical multilevel output voltage waveforms and line currents for a point-to-point test system with 10 SMs per arm are shown in Figure 42(a) and the SM capacitor voltages of the upper and lower arms of the three phases are represented in Figure 42(b). Both voltage are current outputs are fairly sinusoidal, eliminating the need for extensive AC-side filtering as in previous 2-Level VSC applications. The capacitor voltages are balanced through the implementation of a closed loop balancing algorithm with individual voltage feedback, as shown in Figure 41.

![Figure 41: Modular Multilevel Converter Setup: (a) - Complete Phase Leg and (b) - Reduced Arm Setup](image-url)
3.1.2.2 Experimental Platform

A picture of the complete experimental setup is shown in Figure 43, including the detail of a Sub-Module and the parameters of the MMC Arm are represented in Table 6. The semiconductor modules in each SM are Half-Bridge IGBT Modules FF75R12YT3 commercially available from Infineon. The SMs are liquid cooled as in commercial high power applications, allowing an accurate representation of industrial operating conditions.

The complete system is controlled through a LabVIEW running on a host computer and connected to a National Instrument myRIO board based on a Xilinx FPGA. The FPGA is responsible for the monitoring and control of the electrical quantities in the platform, temperature calculation and data logging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sub-Modules per arm ( (N) )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Module Capacitance ( (C_{SM}) )</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm Inductance ( (L_{Arm}) )</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Sub-Module Voltage ( (V_{SM\text{nom}}) )</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Module Operating Voltage Limit ( (V_{SM\text{max}}) )</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Arm Voltage ( (V_{Arm\text{ref}}) )</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Frequency ( (f_{sw}) )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental Frequency ( (f_0) )</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Coolant Temperature ( (T_{Coolant}) )</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 43: Experimental MMC Setup: (a) Physical assembly and (b) Detail of a sub-model structure

Figure 44: Experimental results of the operation of the Modular Multilevel Converter Arm: (a) Sub-Module voltages; (b) Arm Current without circulating component; (c) Arm Current with circulating component and (d) Response of the Sub-Module capacitor voltages to a step change in the arm current reference.

Figure 44 represents the experimental waveforms for typical electrical quantities in a MMC. Figure 44(a) shows the three capacitor voltages of the sub-modules, which are balanced around a nominal value of 50 V. The arm current, composed by a fundamental 50 Hz frequency component and a dc component is represented in Figure 44(b) and Figure 44(c), with and without circulating current suppression controller enabled. Compared to a three-phase MMC, the reduced-order setup allows a more flexible control with an arbitrary magnitude of any desired harmonic component in the arm current. The response of the capacitor voltages to an arm current step
of 5 A to 10 A s is represented in Figure 44(d) as an example of a dynamic operating condition. As it can be observed, the current magnitude changes promptly and leads to an increase in the capacitor voltage ripple, without changes their average value and therefore remaining the total arm voltage unchanged.

3.1.2.3 Active Thermal Control

The aim of Active Thermal Control strategies is to regulate semiconductors junction temperature and ensure they are kept within safe bounds. As in a MMC the temperature rise is almost entirely due to conduction losses as the low switching frequencies make switching losses small, previous 2-Level thermal control methods acting on the switching frequency are unsuitable. Conduction losses are a function of the current through the IGBTs and diodes in the SMs, therefore the control of the junction temperature in MMCs can only be effectively performed by varying the current magnitude in the SMs, which is, at any moment, common to all the SMs conducting. In this work an additional control loop is proposed to enable the converter control to be sensitive to the junction temperature and ensure that temperature limits are respected at all times by limiting the electrical transmission capability if necessary, i.e. the thermal and electrical limits are defined together and not separately.

\[ I_{\text{lim}} = I_{\text{nom}} + k \cdot (T_{J_{\text{nom}}} - T_j) \]

Equation 6

Where \( T_j \) is the semiconductor temperature estimation, \( I_{\text{nom}} \) the nominal current limit, i.e. the design current of the system, \( T_{J_{\text{nom}}} \) is the nominal (threshold) operating temperature of the semiconductors, chosen to take into account their long-term reliability and k is the temperature-current droop constant used to define the decrease in the current limit per unit increase in junction temperature; k is defined so that \( I_{\text{lim}} T_{J_{\text{nom}}} = 0 \).

As represented in Figure 45, the current limit defined by Equation 6 acts directly on the inner current loop of the VSC control, shown in Figure 39, ensuring a fast control of conduction losses and therefore semiconductors...
temperature. Only the current limit is modulated and therefore higher level control objectives such as the control of active or reactive power and AC or DC side voltages remain valid. These control objectives are performed through the control of the d- and q- components of the current, $I_{d}^{ref}$ and $I_{q}^{ref}$, respectively, and are adjusted proportionally to their initial magnitudes as the current limit is modulated. As shown in Figure 45 all the individual semiconductor temperatures are fed to the control system and the largest is used as the limiting factor for the dynamic limit control. In both simulation model and experimental setup, a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz was used to remove the temperature fluctuations due to IGBT switching actions but leave the longer-term temperature rises intact. In the experimental setup the temperature information is provided by an embedded thermistor that reflects the semiconductor module baseplate temperature and the junction temperature is calculated from the thermal network provided by the IGBT module datasheet. As the thermal network data is referred from junction to heat sink and not from junction to baseplate, as available from the experimental setup, the temperature dynamics, provided by the thermal capacitances of the thermal network, are not modelled and an instantaneous junction temperature variation is considered. This implies that the only time constant of the junction is provided by the thermistor measurement, which is much slower than the junction. Consequently, an instantaneous temperature variation provides a pessimistic active thermal control framework, ensuring the actual junction temperature will always be below the estimated values.

**Current Overload:** Figure 46 shows the simulation and experimental results of the response of the proposed active thermal control method represented in Equation 6 to a 30 overload request from 9 A to 15 A. The temperature-current droop was defined as $k = 5$ A/°C and the nominal current limit was set to $I_{n\text{om}} = 13$ A. The new current order leads to the increase of the junction temperature to a value close to the defined limit of $T_{J,n\text{om}} = 100$ °C. As a consequence, the current limit is decreased and the maximum deliverable current by the converter is limited to 13 A, which can be sustained indefinitely. When the current order is decreased to 10 A, the junction temperature decreases and the current limit increases accordingly.

![Figure 46: Active thermal control of a Modular Multilevel Converter with an overload request: (a) Simulation Results and (b) Experimental Results.](image-url)
Cooling system failure: Figure 47 shows the simulation and experimental results of the response of the proposed active thermal control method represented in Equation 6 to a failure in the cooling system of the semiconductor valves. A representative temperature profile of the coolant is considered over an extended period to take into account the large thermal time constant of the coolant and cooling system. The profile consists of a temperature ramp-up, representing the temperature increase as a result of the cooling system failure, a fixed temperature period representing the action of the redundant cooling pump existing in the converter station, and a ramp down that accounts for the regulation of the coolant temperature back to the nominal operating point, after the redundant pump takes over the function of removing the total heat produced by the semiconductor modules. The duration of each of these three periods is considered to be the same and equal to 300 s. The current order is set to 13 A and remains unchanged throughout the test. As in the previous test, the increase of the junction temperature as a consequence of the cooling system failure leads to the modulation of the current limit. As the junction temperature gets closer to $T_{\text{nom}} = 100 \, ^\circ\text{C}$, the current limit reaches the nominal value and restrains the effective current delivered by the converter. The current limit is further decreased as the temperature continues to increase and then stabilizes. When the temperature starts to decrease, the current limit increases accordingly and the current delivered by the converter is restored to the set point. Consequently, the proposed active thermal control method can address extreme and unpredictable operating scenarios such as cooling system failures, allowing the safe and continuous operation of the converter by dynamically restraining its transmission capacity, without shutting it down, and keeping its semiconductors temperature within safe operating conditions.

![Figure 47](image-url)

**Figure 47**: Active thermal control of a Modular Multilevel Converter with a cooling system failure: (a) Simulation Results and (b) Experimental Results.
3.1.2.4 Sub-Module Thermal Regulation

The Sub-Module thermal regulation addresses SM-level thermal imbalances and take corrective measures to correct them. Unlike active thermal control methodologies, which can control the overall maximum and average temperatures in the MMC, eventual semiconductor over-temperatures is SMs are localized and have to be addressed differently.

Although conduction losses are dominant, the localized nature of the SM over-temperature imposes the need for switching loss modulation as a means for temperature regulation. Although notoriously less effectively than conduction loss modulation, and as the low switching frequency cannot be further reduced, SM temperature control can only be performed by modulating its individual capacitor voltage. The effectiveness of capacitor voltage control for individual SM thermal regulation is assessed through two case studies: a small and a large disturbance.

**Thermal Regulation with Small Disturbance**: Two cascaded partial cooling failures occur at SM1 and SM2, at 350 s and 650 s, respectively, using the experimental setup of Figure 43. The restraining of the coolant will lead to a temperature increase with a large time constant, as the partial coolant ow will lead to a small heat absorption from the heat-sink, captured by the accessible temperature measurement in close proximity with the heat sink.

As shown in Figure 48(a), if the thermal balancing is not active, i.e. individual voltage modulation does not occur, when the valve of SM1 is closed, its measured and estimated junction temperatures start to increase. When SM2 valve is partially closed, its measured and estimated junction temperatures increase in a similar manner to SM1. At this point a 5°C temperature unbalance between SMs 1 and 2 and SM3 exists, both for measured case temperatures and estimated junction temperatures. However if the proposed balancing control is implemented, as represented in Figure 48(b), when the first valve is closed and SM1 temperature starts to increase, its voltage decreases accordingly and the difference to the nominal value of 50 V is equally compensated by SMs 2 and 3. As expected, the large time constant of the cooling imposes a slow response for temperature regulation when compared with voltage and current control functions of the converter.

Although the measured temperatures are different, as seen in the bottom graph of Figure 48 (a), the voltage regulation equalizes the junction temperatures of the three SMs (middle plot). As the individual voltages are below their maximum value, further unbalances can be accommodated.

This is exploited when SM2 also suffers a partial cooling failure similar to SM1. As SM2 temperature increases, its voltage is regulated to a smaller magnitude, similarly to SM1. However, if only SM3 accommodated the additional burden, the thermal unbalance could not be corrected as it would only be transferred to this SM. Therefore, both SMs 1 and 3 participate in the voltage sharing process.
While SM2 temperature increases and its voltage is reduced, SM1 and SM2 voltages will increase until a thermal balance is achieved. As SM1 and SM2 suffered similar partial cooling failures of 5 °C, the measured temperatures will tend to the same value, regulating their individual voltages accordingly until a thermal equilibrium is reached. This leaves SM3 with a higher voltage than other SMs but with a lower baseplate temperature as a result of an unobstructed cooling. Nonetheless, junction temperatures are equalized and thermal balancing is achieved.

Results in Figure 48 show that it is possible to keep the converter operating in a stable manner with moderate unbalanced cooling condition for its SMs.

**Thermal Regulation with Large Disturbance:** In this experiment two cascaded partial cooling failures also occur at SM1 and SM2, at 350 s and 650 s, respectively. However, unlike the previous experiment, cooling failures are different: 5 °C temperature increase for SM1 and 10 °C temperature increase for SM2. Similarly to the previous case, the effect of partial cooling failures of the individual temperatures of the SMs without regulation is shown in Figure 49(a). Without any control action individual SM temperatures differ significantly, especially between SM2 and SM3.

If the proposed balancing control is implemented, as represented in Figure 49(b), when the first valve is closed and SM1 temperature starts to increase, the algorithm sets the individual SM voltages so that a thermal equilibrium is reached, similarly to the previous case as the thermal unbalance is the same. When the cooling valve of SM2 is partially closed, however, the response of the system differs from the previous case as the unbalance is larger. SM2 temperature will initially increase faster, although the algorithm ensures junction temperatures are balanced. Simultaneously, its voltage is diminished and the difference to the nominal value of 50 V compensated by SM3 and SM1, whose voltage was diminished previously as a result of the first partial cooling failure. At approximately 820 s, SM3 voltage reaches the maximum operating limit of 80 V. As its voltage cannot increase further and SM1 voltage increased the necessary amount to ensure a thermal
equilibrium is reached, SM2 voltage is further decreased in order to ensure the arm voltage is set at 150 V. Although SM1 and SM3 reached a thermal equilibrium, SM2 temperature continues to increase, reaching a steady state value slightly higher than the other SMs.

Compared with the results without thermal regulation, thermal temperature of the hottest SM, SM2, is 5°C lower when the thermal balancing algorithm is implemented.

Results in Figure 49(b), especially in the bottom plot show that it is possible to keep the converter operating in a stable manner for a significantly high thermal unbalance of approximately 10°C following a smaller unbalance of 5°C. Globally, a total unbalance of ≈15°C was shared by only three SMs without violating their electrical operating conditions.

Figure 49: Response of Sub-Modules voltages and temperatures to a 15°C disturbance: (a) - Without thermal regulation and (b) - With thermal regulation.

The experimental voltage measurements results of the voltage regulation for both disturbances that were represented in Figure 48 and Figure 49 can be observed in Figure 50.
Figure 50: Oscilloscope measurement of Sub-Modules voltages during thermal regulation: (a) Small Disturbance and (b) Large Disturbance. Horizontal scale: 100 s/div; Vertical scale: 10 v/div (-50 V offset).

3.1.3 Summary

The objectives initially set for the ESR within the WP and the overall project were achieved. Specifically, different converter topologies, for 2-Level VSC and half- and full bridge MMCs were implemented in different simulation platforms and benchmarked against results reported in the literature. Due to the high number of semiconductor devices, especially IGBTs and Diodes in recent MMC-based applications, a analysis of semiconductors thermal properties was developed and included on the system-level control of the converter. A method for the active thermal control of MMCs was proposed based on a dynamic rating system cable of coping with abnormal temperature rises and cooling system failures. Extending the application of semiconductors temperature to the system-level, the analysis of the short-term overload capability of semiconductors and its application for an enhanced operation of MMCs was also explored. A thermal control methodology has also been develop to balancing the individual semiconductor temperatures of the Sub-Modules in MMCs, allowing for the total arm voltage to remain constant. Finally, an experimental setup for the investigation of electrical and thermal effects in Modular Multilevel Converters was designed, assembled, tested and used to validate the proposed control strategies to address the initially set objectives.
3.2 Modular Multilevel Converters for power system applications - Abel Ferreira

3.2.1 Introduction

The framework of the research is focused on the investigation of voltage source converters for dc grids, particularly on modular multilevel converter (MMC) performance. Several operating aspects of the MMC were investigated in different chapters of the present document in accordance with the structure pointed out in the Figure 51.

The analysis performed on the MMC for power system applications field, it responds to the following objectives:

**Analyze the different voltage source converter (VSC) topologies proposed by over the years to be applied on the high-voltage dc transmission field (HVdc).** A detailed description of the evolution of the VSC-HVdc topologies is given. Starting from the two-level VSC to the MMC solution, this study shows the trend towards the half-bridge-based MMC systems. This objective is identified on the work structure as the "Part I: Introduction and literature review".

**Design the control loops for the three-phase-based modular multilevel converters.** Due to the converter complexity, first it is emphasized the electric variables that should be controlled in order to reach a safe and knowledgeable operation of this power equipment. Then, in accordance with the control requirements of the MMC, the control methodology is described and mathematically supported. The control approach is then validated during the balanced and unbalanced grid voltage conditions. This goal composes the Part 2 of work, namely the "Operation and control of the MMC".

**Analysis of the time performance and accuracy of MMC models.** The literature reveals that the complexity of the MMC models can be categorized in six groups, from the most to the least accurate. This work analysed two common models and, in addition, it was proposed two converter mathematical models and their features. The validation of those models is accomplished in simulation, by means of steady-state and ac fault behaviour analysis. This task is comprehended in the Part 3 of the thesis, particularly, the "Performance analysis of the converter".

**Impact analysis of the different strategies followed to rotate the inserted capacitors on the converter performance.** The methodology used to balance the energy balance among the capacitors placed in the same stack of the converter greatly affects the converter performance. Therefore, it is studied several cell selection techniques present in the literature. Moreover, it is also proposed and validated a strategy that can further reduce the semiconductor’s power losses and ergo increase the converter efficiency. This task is situated to the Part 3 of the thesis, particularly, the "Performance analysis of the converter".

**Analysis of the semiconductor’s power losses of the MMC.** The aim of this work is to describe the power losses produced by the MMC semiconductors over a broad range of steady-state operating conditions. This goal composes the Part IV of thesis, namely the "Features & applications".

**Analysis of HVdc-design-based half-bridge MMC on the STATCOM operation.** In case of a strongly interconnected ac and dc network, the dc transmission grids are expected to be restructured over the time in order to maximize the global power transmission efficiency. Therefore, it is expected that some MMC-terminals can get isolated from the dc grids and, hence, the voltage across their dc poles becomes adaptable. This work investigates the degrees of freedom of the converter dc poles voltage in terms of the converter control and on its operation performance. Then, a superior performance of the converter is
achievable when its dc voltage value is adjusted. This objective is identified on the thesis structure as the “Part IV: Features & applications”.

![Diagram of ESR5 work outline]

Figure 51: ESR5 work outline

### 3.2.2 MMC structure

The fourth VSC-HVdc generation is the MMC structure. It was introduced in 2001 on the academia but, it was first commercialized on the HVdc field in 2010 in the *Trans Bay* project. The sketch of the MMC structure is illustrated in Figure 52.

The converter is composed by the series connection of small-scaled power converters designated as submodules (SM) or cells. In opposition to the previous versions of VSC-HVdc projects, on which the semiconductors were aggregated in series, on the original-version of the MMC hundreds of series connected
choppers were used. The series connection of the submodules are typically designated as stacks or the arms of the converter.

The operating principle of this converter structure is the variation of the series-connected number of low-voltage-rated capacitors over the time in each arm, by means of IGBT-based switches present on the SMs. This action intrinsically synthesizes the voltages across the converter arms and legs, which is a required action to manage the voltage at its ac and dc buses.

As the number of capacitors are assembled on the MMC increases, more voltage steps are available at the stack’s voltage and accordingly at the converter output. The main achievement of this converter structure is that overcome the challenge of the simultaneous firing the series connection of semiconductor switches, the bottleneck of the previous VSC-HVdc solutions. Moreover, the capacitors and the semiconductor switches of the cells are then designed to withstand only few kV (less than 2 kV), a common voltage rating value in the market. By reason of this structure does not employ capacitors in the dc-link, the voltage between the dc poles is managed accordingly with the inserted number of SM’s capacitors on each converter leg. In this view, its modular realization permits a flexible design to the particular characteristics of each HVdc project. Once a SM design is achieved, the adaptation between MMC-HVdc-based projects is done by adjusting the suitable number of SMs assembled in each stack.

Furthermore, due to the fact that each capacitor is responsible to a particular voltage step on the converter arms, a MMC composed by hundreds of SMs generate relatively low harmonic content on its ac voltage. This is particularly important because this VSC requires less ac filters than the previous VSC-HVdc solutions. Furthermore, due to its exceptional output voltage waveform, the average switching frequency of the individual cells is considerably small, particularly, each IGBT commutates between 4 and 8 times (100 to 200 Hz), being responsible to generate up to 1% of total losses, the lowest power losses value achieved by a VSC on the HVdc field.

3.2.3 Operation and control of the MMC

The MMC can operate as a bridge between ac and dc grids, and besides the intrinsic requirements of that feature, it should have additional control algorithms to balance the overall energy storage deviation between the SM’s capacitors within the same stack, between its arms and legs. Therefore, it reveals to have an

Figure 52: Interactions between the ac and dc sides of the converter.
increased control complexity than the previous VSC-HVdc generations due to its decentralized way to store energy.

To reach a safe operation of the converter, a proper control scheme was proposed for this equipment. Then, besides the standard control loop of the electrical current flow between the converter and its ac grid, additionally, it was also considered the flow of electrical currents that flow between the converter legs to balance the energy storage of the converter among its stacks. To accomplish the controllability of the current that flow on the converter the states of the cells must be permanently revised to maintain the proper power flow between the ac and dc buses of the converter, as emphasized in the Figure 52.

3.2.4 Converter modelling

The introduction of the modular multilevel converters (MMC) supposes a revolution from the electrical point of view because it is composed by a large number of semiconductor's switches. The fact of a HVdc-based converter is characterized by hundreds of electrical nodes, its simulation leads to long simulation periods. Hence, to make the MMC study more affordable, simplified models have been proposed. Depending on the converter analysis that is intended to be carried out, different types of models can be selected.

The MMC models can be classified in respect to their accuracy and inherent computational efforts, introduced by IEEE. The MMC models goes from the type 1 (most accurate) to the type 6 (less accurate). In what concerns the focus of this work, the type 3 and 4 models are the most relevant to be studied. Thus, two literature-based models were studied (TDM and DEM) and compared with two proposed models (SDEM and SDM). The assessment of the simulated models was done in terms of their accuracy and the related simulation lengths retrieved.

The results show that the models proposed are capable to greatly reduce the simulation lengths of the converter, as emphasized in Figure 53.

![Figure 53: Simulation lengths retrieved by the converter models analyzed.](image)
3.2.5Selective control of the cells

Once it is defined the required voltage to be applied on the converter arms, the procedure followed to modulate its voltage, as well as, the algorithm embrace to select the suitable capacitors directly impacts on the converter efficiency.

It was reviewed several modulation techniques proposed to be applied on multilevel converters. In addition the impact the injection of zero sequence signals (ZSS) on the arm voltage modulation of the converter was also considered. It was concluded that the presence of the ZSS injection was an higher impact on the converter performance than the methodology followed to modulate the converter arm. The injection of a third harmonic into the modulation, dependently on the amplitude and phase angle chosen for this ZSS, it can increase the linear range of the modulation index or it can minimize the voltage ripple of the capacitors.

Moreover, the injection of the discontinuous ZSS (D-ZSS) on the converter arms modulation can be used to clamp their voltages, as shown in Figure 54, which can avoid/ eliminate switching events or the semiconductors. Furthermore, by clamping the converter voltages on the intervals that the load stress of the semiconductors is high, it is eliminated the need to rotate the capacitors on the most stressful instants of the semiconductors, improving then the MMC efficiency.

![Figure 54: Impact of the DZSS on the normalized arm voltages of the MMC.](image)

The consequent step of modulating the converter arm voltages is the generation of the individual firing signals for the converter switches to synthesize the required arm voltage, in such a way that balances the voltages across the individual capacitors. This is done with the usage of a selective control of the capacitors, which is commonly referred as 'sort & select' algorithm, which is illustrated in Figure 55. The sorting algorithm ranks the converter capacitors by their voltage $U_{c,k}$. Then, depending on the arm current flow direction $i_{jk}$ being positive/ negative, it is selected the first/ last $N^*$ capacitors of the ranked list. This ensures that the most discharged capacitors would be charged or, in contrast, the most charged capacitor become to discharge. The objective of this algorithm is to balance the energy distribution among the capacitors placed on the same stack.

However, depending on the time instant that the ranking list is updated, as well as, the number and procedure followed to select the proper capacitors to be inserted, it greatly impacts on the converter performance. Several literature methods have being compared, and two new hybrid strategies were proposed in order to further curtail the semiconductor’s power losses and endorsing the converter with an higher efficiency.
3.2.6 Converter efficiency

A transversal research question to the current VSC-HVdc solution is its efficiency. Then, it was analysed the ac power flow impact on the converter efficiency, whenever the MMC operate from 0.1 to 1 pu. On the inverter mode of operation, the IGBTs are the devices that mainly guide the arm currents (see Figure 56(a)). In contrast, it was concluded that on the rectifier mode of operation, the diodes are the most stressed semiconductor devices (see Figure 56(b)).

Then, due to the technological features of the diodes and the IGBTs, whenever both are conducting the same magnitude of electrical current, the diodes present lower voltage drop than the IGBTs, which intrinsically generate lower on-state losses than the IGBTs. Thus, as the Figure 56 corroborates, the total losses generated by the MMC on the rectifier are diminished when compared to the inverter modes.

Moreover, it was also investigated that exist a considerable asymmetric power loss distribution among the upper and lower switches of the half-bridge cell. If it is taken an insight on the operation of one arm (see Figure 57(a)), the arm peak current closely matches with the lower peak of the capacitors insertion index. This means that the higher load of the semiconductors occur at the instant that most of the cells are bypassed (instant t=1.28 s in Figure 57 (b)), then, the current is driven by the lower switches of the cell (IGBT/inverter mode or diode/rectifier mode).
In case of a strongly interconnected ac and dc network, the dc transmission grids are expected to be restructured over the time in order to maximize the power transmission efficiency. In this vision, in some grid configurations, eventually, it is more efficient to transmit power in ac than dc. Therefore, some of the existing HVDC-based MMCs could be sectioned and, consequently, they become isolated from the dc grid. Hence, by endowing those MMC-based dc grid converters with the static synchronous compensation (STATCOM) operating mode, more valuable they become whenever they get split from the correspondent dc grid.

Once the converter becomes slit from a dc grid, its dc voltage target become less-restrictive, and can be changed to guarantee a better performance of the converter. In the converter control perspective, several options are available to modify its dc voltage value, such as, the modification of the individual voltages of the submoduless and the mean voltage generated on the converter arms. The converter performance in terms of switching frequency, capacitor’s voltage ripple and number of voltage steps in its output was discussed.

The impact of the mean voltage generated on the converter arms (k factor). As well as, the amplitude of the stack voltage $U_{jk}$ were studied and the results were normalized in respect of the converter nominal conditions and are illustrated in Figure 58. Observing the impact of both factor, although some values generate the same DC voltage, it is clear that the converter performance is affected in different ways. It is evident that the reduction of the mean voltage of the arms has a significant impact on the switching frequency and voltage ripple reduction Figure 58. In opposition, by reducing the energy storage of the converter, it is significantly increased the number of voltage levels produced in each stack, which directly increases the power quality of the converter, with the cost of increasing the switching frequency of the converter Figure 58. Furthermore, if the converter can safely withstand higher voltage amplitude than $U_{jk} = 640 \, kV$ in the respective arms, it is also an interesting option. Besides enabling a higher storage, this action also reduces the average switching frequency of the converter due to the capacitor’s voltage increase.
Figure 58: Impact of the DZSS on the normalized arm voltages of the MMC.

Under the circumstances, on one way, the $k$ factor can be used to increase the converter efficiency, as well as, the reduction of the voltage ripple of the capacitors. On the other hand, the energy storage of the converter can be handled in such a way that increased the number of voltage levels on the arms, which translates to the increase of the power quality of the converter. However this option compromises the average switching frequency of the converter. Finally, depending on the converter performance required, the appropriate solution should be used.

3.2.8 Conclusions

Several studies for improving the operation of the modular multilevel converters systems have been investigated in this work. Moreover, the degrees of freedom of this technological solution were investigated, such as the requirements for the electrical variables control, the flexibility allowed on the converter voltages synthesisization, its efficiency and its applications as the STATCOM mode. These fields were then explored and the main findings throughout the work was disseminated in the following international publications:

Journal papers:


Conference papers:

C1 Abel Ferreira, Oriol Gomis-Bellmunt, Miquel Teixido’, "Modular multilevel converter modeling and controllers design", European Conference on Power Electronics and Applications (EPE’14-ECCE Europe), Lappeenranta (FIN), 2014.


C8 Antonio Martins, Filipe Pereira, Vitor Sobrado, Adriano Carvalho, Abel Ferreira, "Design and implementation of a microgeneration system including storage", International Conference on Compatibility and Power Electronics (CPE), Lisbon (POR), 2015.

4. Relaying protection

4.1 Distance protection of networks supplied from Multi-Terminal DC Grids - Mohammad Meraj Alam

4.1.1 Objective

The main goal of this Project work is to investigate the impacts of Voltage Source Converter (VSC)–High voltage DC (HVDC) system on the distance protection of transmission lines following the network guidelines for HVDC connections of reactive current support during the fault using mathematical, offline simulation and real-time simulation methods. The effect of the converter dynamics, fault location, fault resistance, limitation strategies of the converter, fault types and grid codes on the distance relay is also studied by analyzing the apparent impedance trajectory on RX plane and performing a closed loop test in Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS). The distance relay is assessed during symmetrical and asymmetrical faults on a transmission line connected to VSC-HVDC.

Furthermore, the research proposes a novel solution to the problem faced by the distance relays in the form of adaptive reach settings selection algorithm when the network consists of VSC-HVDC system. The proposed solution has been tested and validated in a closed loop using RTDS and commercial distance relays.

4.1.2 Introduction

Power System quite often are exposed to major as well as minor disturbances. The large magnitude of fault current associated to short circuits can even damage equipment’s like generators, transformers, transmission lines etc. unless they are protected by relays and circuit breakers to isolate such short circuit from the power system. When a fault occurs in an element of power system, protective devices must operate as quickly as possible within 2 or 3 cycles to isolate the fault and maintain the overall healthiness of the system. If a fault is not cleared within the required time then it can lead to heavy damage to the system and its components [74].

One of the main objectives of Transmission System Operator (TSO) is to maintain continuity of electricity supply, which can be achieved by the installation of protective relaying devices and circuit breakers. The protective relaying devices are responsible for the correct identification of fault, an accurate estimation of fault location and selective operation of the circuit breakers in order to eliminate the faulty elements from the power system and minimize the adverse impact of faults [75].

Nowadays ac grid, which constitutes thousands of kilometers of transmission lines (UHV, EHV and HV) also accommodates HVDC technology so as to transfer bulk amount of electrical power over long distances offering many other benefits including interconnecting major electrical grids as tie-lines and supplying offshore wind energy to onshore ac grid. These transmission lines are protected by relays, which are highly reliable, selective and sensitive in nature, for instance, distance protection that forms the backbone of the transmission level protection. However, the distance protection also comes with the major drawbacks of over-reach of distance zones and tripping during overload conditions. These drawbacks led to many major blackouts in the history of power system protection, for instance, USA 2003, Europe 2006 [76]. The incorrect operation of the distance protection was one of the reasons for these blackouts. Furthermore, a recent addition in the list of the problem encountered by the distance protection is due to the reactive current support from the VSC based renewable energy power plants and HVDC system as well as their limited fault current magnitude.
Nowadays, Voltage Source Converter (VSC) based High Voltage Direct current (HVDC) is utilized for the grid integration of offshore Wind Power Plant (WPP) and interconnection of WPPs to each other leading to Multi-Terminal HVDC (MTDC) [77]. Furthermore, one of the important benefits of VSC based HVDC or MTDC is that the onshore VSC’s provide reactive current during faults as per the Network Code (NC) decided by the Transmission System Operator (TSO) to support the network voltage [78]. Furthermore, the power system is changing day-by-day by the replacement of Synchronous Generators (SG) with these VSC based renewable energy and HVDC system. This change in the power system is leading to a low Short Circuit Ratio (SCR) and reduced system inertia [79]-[80]. The short circuit current of these converter based renewable energy sources are also different from SG in terms of both magnitude and waveforms and essentially depends upon their control systems [81]. Consequently the network operator is facing challenges in handling the grid protection systems due to this exclusive behavior of VSC, which affects the current and voltage measured by the protective relays during the fault leading to an inaccurate computation of the apparent impedance and malfunction of the distance relay [82]. Hence, it is highly relevant to look into the short circuit behavior of VSC and its impact on the performance of the distance relays in the presence of VSC-HVDC system.

4.1.3 Methodology

In order to achieve the objectives of the research laid down above, a systematic approach to investigate the behavior of the distance protection in the presence of VSC-HVDC is adopted. Apart from the analytical study involving mathematical explanation of the problem, simulation in PSCAD/EMTDC and Closed-Loop test of a commercial distance relay in RTDS is done to evaluate the operation of the distance protection under different system conditions. Later on, a novel solution in the form of adaptive reach settings selection is tested in RTDS as well.

- **Analytical Formulation**
  - Mathematical estimation of the apparent impedance seen by the relay during single line to ground and double line faults on a transmission line connected to VSC using sequence networks diagrams.

- **PSCAD/EMTDC based offline simulations**
  - The impact of the reactive current injection, converter current limitation strategy, fault location and fault resistances on the impedance movement on RX plane are simulated using PSCAD electromagnetic transient program.

- **RTDS based closed loop testing**
  - The behavior of a commercial distance relay is tested in a closed loop using RTDS and signal amplifier to investigate its performance

- **Adaptive reach solution**
  - A novel adaptive reach settings selection is proposed and implemented in a commercial distance relay using closed loop test in RTDS. The relay performance with adaptive reach settings is compared with the conventional reach setting.

4.1.4 Analytical formulation

A simplified power system consisting of a VSC-HVDC system connected to a transmission line through a delta-star grounded winding transformer is presented in Figure 59. Two distance relays R1 and R2 are located at
both the ends of the transmission line connected to VSC. The grid is represented by transmission lines and Thevenin voltage sources S1 and S2. Figure 60(a) and Figure 60(b) illustrate the positive and zero sequence networks of the simplified power system for a single line to ground on a transmission line. The sequence component of the voltage at the fault point $V_F^1$ can be derived for the different fault types using sequence networks. Equation 7 gives the positive sequence component of the voltage at the fault location F.

$$V_F^1 = V_{R1}^1 - I_{con}^1 (m \cdot Z_L^1)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 7}

The negative sequence voltage $V_F^2$ at the fault location is given by Equation 8 for single phase to ground. Therefore,

$$V_F^2 = V_{R1}^2 - I_{con}^2 (m \cdot Z_L^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 8}

For the zero sequence component of the fault voltage, the converter does not supplies the zero sequence component of the fault current because of the delta-star grounded winding of the transformer, which is evident from the Figure 60(b). The zero sequence voltage $V_F^0$ at the fault is given by Equation 9.
Using Equation 7, Equation 8 and Equation 9, the voltage seen by the distance relay \( R1 \) at the location of the relay can be given by using Fortescue’s methodology as Equation 10:

\[
V_{R1}^a = R_f \cdot (I_{R1}^a + I_B^a) + mZ_L^1(4I_{tr}^0 + I_{con}^1 + I_{con}^2)
\]

Equation 10

Therefore, the apparent impedance seen by the distance relay for a phase-A to ground fault is given by the Equation 11, utilizing Equation 10 as follows [83].

\[
Z_{app}^A = \frac{(R_f + mZ_L^1)I_{R1}^a + R_f I_B^a + 3mZ_L^1I_{tr}^0}{I_{R1}^a + 3mZ_L^1}
\]

Equation 11

The expression Equation 11 clearly highlights the performance of the distance relay is directly decided by the fault current from the converter \( I_{R1}^a \), current contribution from the grid \( I_B^a \), zero sequence current through the transformer \( I_{tr}^0 \), and the fault resistance \( R_f \).

Similarly, for a phase-A to phase-B fault, the phase-B to ground voltage seen by the distance relay is given by the Equation 12.

\[
V_{R1}^b = V_B^b + mZ_L^1(4I_{tr}^0 + a^2I_{con}^1 + a^2I_{con}^2)
\]

Equation 12

Therefore, using Equation 10 and Equation 12, the apparent impedance seen by the distance relay during a phase A-to-phase B fault is expressed in Equation 13 as [10]:

\[
Z_{app}^{AB} = mZ_L^1 + R_f \left( 1 + \frac{(I_B^a - I_B^a)}{(I_{con}(1-a^2) + I_{con}(1-a))} \right)
\]

Equation 13

Equation 13 gives an idea about the apparent impedance dependence upon the positive and negative sequence current contribution from the converter, fault current from the grid and fault resistance.

4.1.5 Power System Model

The power system under investigation is a three phase, 50 Hz, 400 kV, modified IEEE 9-bus system with one of the transmission line is replaced by a bipolar VSC-HVDC system, as depicted in Figure 61. The transmission line next to the VSC-HVDC system i.e. Line 1 is subject to symmetrical and asymmetrical faults at different
locations and varying fault resistances. The duration of the fault is 200 ms. The VSC-HVDC system is subject to the reactive current injection during the fault depending upon the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) voltage drop, which is defined by the slope of the line, as presented in Figure 62(a). Moreover, the converter follows a limitation strategy in order to protect the converter from overcurrent during the fault.

Figure 61: Modified IEEE 9-bus test system
4.1.6 Voltage Source Converter
The VSC model used in the system is a Modular Multilevel Converter (MMC) in a bipolar arrangement. The rating of each converter is 700 MVA and DC voltage level of the bi-pole is +/- 320 kV. The MMC is controlled using the conventional outer voltage and inner current control. Apart from this, circulating current control and DC voltage balancing control is also implemented.

4.1.7 Reactive Current Support
Modern grid code for HVDC connections require to support the network during any disturbances by injecting the reactive current into the network, which is defined by the slope of the line given by the TSO. This slope of the line (2< k <10) is the proportional gain of the ac voltage controller, as shown in Figure 62 (a). Furthermore, the converter is also associated to current limitation strategies during the fault in order to prevent the converter from the damage. The active current blocking limitation strategy is followed where the active current limit is set equal to zero and reactive current limit is set equal to maximum current of 1.2 p.u., as indicated in Figure 62 (b).

4.1.8 Simulation and Results
Many fault scenarios have been simulated in PSCAD/EMTDC environment following the network guidelines of reactive current injection and current limitation strategy. The fault is simulated on Line 1 for a duration of 200 ms to analyze its impact on the operation of the distance protection.

4.1.8.1 Single Line to Ground Fault
A single line to ground (SLG) is simulated on Line 1 at a distance of 60 km from R1 with Rf equal to 10 Ω. The PCC voltage right after the fault inception drops. The controller shifts the priority from active power control to reactive current support during the fault. The controller of VSC station starts taking control of reactive power depending upon the voltage at PCC. The impedance locus for this single line to ground fault traverses on the impedance plane and enters into zone 1 quadrilateral characteristics.
Figure 63: SLG fault on Line 1 at 60 km from R1 with Rf = 10 Ω. (a) Current phasor at local relay R1. (b) Current phasor at remote relay R2. (c) Magnitude of sequence current quantities at local relay R1. (d) Impedance trajectory of ground AG element with and without VSC HVDC.

When we examine the behavior of the fault current supplied from the converter for a resistive SLG fault then we observe that the fault current is modest and limited in nature, as presented in Figure 63(a). The phase currents are approximately in the same phase with small phase differences as compared to the remote relay currents shown in Figure 63(b). The remote relay R2 fault currents have sub transient (1 cycle), transient (2-3 cycles), and steady state characteristics. Contrary to this, the local relay R1 currents are devoid of sub transient and transient periods and quickly achieve steady state after the fault. Analyzing the sequence component of the local relay fault currents lead to interesting outcomes, as depicted in Figure 63(c). The negative sequence current, which is a dominating current component in an unbalanced situation, has a highly diminished value, as reflected in Figure 63(c). The apparent impedance highlights relay under reach when compared without VSC-HVDC, as shown in Fig. 5(d) due to reactive current injection.
4.1.8.2 Phase-to-Phase Fault

At $t = 2$ s, a phase-to-phase fault is simulated on Line 1 at a distance of 60 km (60% reach) from R1. The fault resistance is, $R_f = 10\,\Omega$. The Point of Common Coupling (PCC) voltage right after the inception of phase A phase B fault drops. The controller priority shifts from active power control to reactive power support during the fault. The controller starts injecting reactive current into the network to alleviate the voltage. Fault currents flowing through the local relay R1 and the remote relay R2, are presented in Figure 64(a) and Figure 64 (b), which indicates that the fault current from the converter is modest and close to the magnitude supplied before the fault inception, and is different from the remote relay R2 current. The apparent impedance seen by the AB element of the distance relay is presented in Figure 64 (c) for a fault at 60 km with $R_f = 10\,\Omega$, where the locus never enters into zone 1, although, the fault takes place in zone 1 reach of the relay i.e. 60 km. The relay under-reaches during a LL fault with $R_f = 10\,\Omega$ due to the reactive current injection from the VSC station. Furthermore, when a LL fault is simulated at 120 km from R1 with $R_f = 10\,\Omega$, the impedance locus of the AB element enters into zone 3 region, as appended in Figure 64 (d).

![Figure 64: LL fault on Line 1 at 60 km from R1 with $R_f = 10\,\Omega$ (a) Current phasor at local relay R1. (b) Current phasor at remote relay R2. (c) Impedance trajectory of ground AB element for fault at 60 km. (d) Impedance trajectory of ground AG element for fault at 120 km HVDC.](image)

4.1.9 Experimental Setup and Results

A closed-loop experimental setup has been established using RTDS, a voltage and current signal amplifier (DOBLE 6350e), and a commercial distance relay (EFACEC TPU L500) in order to observe the performance of the distance relay, as presented in Figure 65 [84].
The setup of closed-loop test in RTDS involves following steps:

- Model the power system with VSC-HVDC system and its controller in RTDS.
- Configure the CT and PT and send the current and voltage signals measured by the relay at the analog output channel of RTDS.
- Amplification of the obtained current and voltage signals from the RTDS using F6350e signal amplifier.
- Pass the amplified current and voltage signal from the amplifier to the commercial distance relay TPU L500.
- The trip signals from the relay are supplied back into the RTDS to control the Circuit Breaker (CB) operation.

The distance relay performance is observed for different modes of operation of VSC, different fault types, fault locations, fault resistances and tele-protection in RTDS. Figure 66(a) presents the operation of the distance relay with and without VSC-HVDC. The commercial distance relay performs correctly with the VSC-HVDC when the fault resistance is 0.1 ohm. The reach of operation of the relay with VSC matches exactly without VSC for the forward fault in both the modes of operation (inverter and rectifier), as depicted in Figure 66(a). On the other hand, when the fault resistance increases to 10 ohms, the distance relay reach drops and it shows an under reach, depicted in Figure 66(b). It can be seen from the figures that the relay operation is limited to 0.75 p.u. of active power transfer in both the modes of operation. For the case of VSC-HVDC, the relay is not able to operate correctly for faults located at a distance more than 60 km. This gives a case that if there is a fault at 75 km from R1 with $R_f = 10\Omega$, the relay under reaches and does not operate. Similarly, many other fault scenarios have also been simulated in RTDS for communication assisted distance protection such as Permissive Under reach Transfer Trip (PUTT) and Permissive Over reach Transfer Trip (POTT) scheme, where the relay close to VSC does not function properly.
Figure 66: Distance relay operation for SLG fault (a) Fault resistance of 0 Ohm, (b) Fault resistance of 10 Ohm

4.1.10 Adaptive Reach Protection

The problem encountered by the distance protection of transmission line connected to VSC-HVDC during any symmetrical and asymmetrical faults due to the reactive current support and current limitations to protect the converter from the overcurrent scenario has been studied analytically, simulation and real time closed loop test.

In order to mitigate the impact of VSC-HVDC dynamics on the distance-relaying scheme, adaptive reach setting selection methodology has been proposed and implemented in a commercial distance relay. The adaptive reach setting takes into account the presence of VSC in the power system and computes the bus impedance matrix (ZBUS). The matrix gives the PCC pre fault voltage, which is updated when the VSC injects the reactive current into the network after the fault. The updated value of the PCC voltage and the current flowing through the relay based on the limitation strategy is utilized to calculate and select the reach setting of the distance relay. The relay will select the reach setting once a fault occurs. Table 7 and Table 8 presents the distance relay behavior during single line to ground fault at 60 km from R1 with adaptive protection at different fault location and fault resistance, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location (in km)</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
<th>Zone 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Distance relay performance for different fault locations from R1 with fault resistance 10 Ω

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistance (in km)</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
<th>Zone 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Relay performance for phase A to ground fault for different fault resistance with location = 60 km from R1
The tabular results with adaptive protection highlights the correct operation of the distance relay for different working scenarios. The relay trips for zone 1 when the fault takes place at 50 and 70 km and on the other hand, it does not trip for zone 1 when the fault is at 90 km. Similarly, for the fault situation with the different fault resistance, it also works correctly.

4.1.11 Conclusion

This work unveils that the distance protection of transmission lines connected to VSC-HVDC fails to operate during symmetrical and asymmetrical faults, when the converter provides reactive power to the network as identified by the network guidelines for HVDC connections. The relay performance is first identified analytically, which highlights the effects of the sequence components of fault currents from the VSC and the grid. Later on, simulation studies have been performed in PSCAD platform to investigate the apparent impedance seen by the relay. The relay performance is also tested in real time test bench using RTDS close loop test. An adaptive reach settings selection methodology is implemented in a commercial relay as a solution to this problem.
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4.2 Solid-state HVDC circuit breakers and fault clearing in multi-terminal HVDC grid- Ataollah Mokhberdoran

4.2.1 Introduction

4.2.2 Overview

Many studies show technical and economic benefits of VSC-based MTDC grid but the main barrier against implementation of MTDC network is its high vulnerability against DC short circuit fault. Typically, power converters with better economic performance are defenseless against short circuit fault in their DC side. For instance, half bridge modular multilevel converter (MMC), which has less semiconductor switches and less power losses as compared to other types of MMC is unable to block the DC fault current. Therefore, development of fast HVDC circuit breakers (DCCBs) is strongly required to protect the power converter stations [85]-[86].

On the other hand, fault tolerant VSCs can prevent DC fault current from propagation over the grid and provides reactive power support for AC grid during a DC short circuit fault. However, these converters require higher number of semiconductor switches thus dissipate higher amount of power. Therefore, in addition to larger initial capital, they may cause higher operational costs. Moreover, the fault tolerant converters have not been yet tested practically in industrial scale. The requirement for DCCBs can be reduced by application of fault tolerant converters but it cannot be eliminated [92].

High DC current interruption has been an engineering challenge since the dawn of HVDC technology. Due to the absence of natural zero crossing point in DC current, conventional AC circuit breakers become useless for DC applications. The early research in this field led to development of mechanical HVDC circuit breakers (MCBs) in 70s. The action time of traditional MCBs lies in range of 40 to 60 ms. Although recent developments have reduced the interruption time in MCB below 10 ms, their full scale implementation cost is still unclear [86].

In last decades, attempts include research on solid-state and hybrid DCCBs. The hybrid DCCB (HCB) has low power losses and fast current interruption performance. Although the solid-state DC circuit breakers (SSCBs) have higher power losses as compared to the MCB and HCB, they are technically attractive due to their ultra-fast current interruption performance [4]. Moreover, the improvements and expectation for more advances in field of high power semiconductor switches and also wide-band gap devices can be listed as the main motivations of research on the SSCBs. Furthermore, the HCBs utilize a solid-state breaker branch to interrupt the fault current and therefore, improvements in the SSCB technology may also advance the performance of HCBs [86].

4.2.3 Objectives

SSCBs can be considered as potential solution for protection problem in MTDC grid. However, these type of DCCBs require large number of semiconductor switches in their structure, which makes their realization costly. Also, there are several other technical issues that should be investigated and addressed in design and development of SSCBs. This research work aims to perform investigations on SSCBs and short circuit fault clearing strategies in HVDC grids. This work will be carried out to study, analyze and address following issues:

- DCCB requirement reduction in MTDC grids without violating selectivity criteria of grid protection system.
• Improving SSCB topology with the aim of reducing number of required semiconductor switches and thus its power losses.

• Validating proposed solutions through detailed simulation models and prototyping.

4.2.4 Methodology

4.2.5 Unidirectional Protection Strategy for MTDC

DCCBs are usually supposed to be able to interrupt the current in their forward and backward directions. On the other hand, unidirectional DCCBs (UCBs) conduct the current in their forward and backward directions whereas interrupts the current only in one direction. The main concern regarding application of UCB in the MTDC grid is its inability in interrupting fault current owing in its backward direction [90]-[93]. In this work, a protection strategy based on UCBs is suggested for MTDC grid. The suggested strategy aims to overcome the main application drawback of UCBs. Protection logics for DC bus and transmission line faults are investigated. Figure 67(a) depicts arrangement of UCBs in a three-terminal HVDC grid. The arrow in UCB symbol shows its current interruption direction.

Figure 67: UHCBs arrangement and directions and fault current directions (a) Fault resistance of 0 Ohm, (b) Fault resistance of 10 Ohm

• DC Bus Fault:

Figure 67(a) shows the fault currents during a short circuit fault at DC bus $B_x$. Three fault currents ow though three adjacent UCBs. Since the fault current $i_{F_{xz}}$ ow in the forward direction of the $CB_{xz}$, it can be interrupted by mentioned UCB. Fault currents $i_{F_{xx}}$ and $i_{F_{xy}}$ ow from the adjacent lines to the fault location and are in the backward directions of $CB_{xx}$ and $CB_{xy}$. Therefore, the adjacent lines DCCBs are unable to interrupt the current. The protection logic for the DC bus fault can be given by:

$$Fault \ at \ B_x \ \rightarrow \ Trip(CB_{1x}, ..., CB_{xx}, ..., CB_{nx})$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 14}

• Transmission Line fault:

Figure 67(b) shows a short circuit fault in line $L_{xy}$. Two fault currents ow from both ends of the transmission line into the fault location. In any line fault condition, the fault currents ow in the forward directions of corresponding UCBs. Therefore, the fault can be cleared by opening the corresponding UCBs. Unidirectional protection logic for transmission line fault can be given by:
4.2.5.1 Current Releasing Solid-State Circuit Breaker

Figure 68 shows a point-to-point HVDC connection, which is equipped by current releasing circuit breaker (CRCB) at both ends of the transmission line. The CRCB has a main breaker unit, which can be implemented by series and parallel connection of semiconductor switches. In addition to the main breaker unit two thyristor banks are also employed. Capacitor C1 and resistor R2 play the main roles in fault current interruption and overvoltage limiting process. L1 is employed to limit the rate of rise of fault current [4, 6].

**Figure 68:** HVDC transmission line equipped by CRCB at both ends

- **DC Bus Fault:**
  In normal operation, the circuit breaker should be closed to maintain the power flow from rectifier side to inverter side of the HVDC system. Considering VSC 1 as rectifier and VSC 2 as inverter in depicted HVDC system in Figure 68, after turning on the IGBTs of SSCB 1 and SSCB 2 the current flows through the IGBTs of SSCB 1 into the DC transmission line and then via the antiparallel diodes of SSCB 2 into the inverter.

- **Current Interruption:**
  At the initial state of the proposed circuit breaker all the thyristors and IGBTs are in off state. Charging of C1 commences after triggering the gate of T1. The next step is to close the main breaker unit. Closing main breaker unit can be done by sending turn-on signal to the IGBT drivers. Depending on voltage and current rating of system, main breaker unit may consist of a number of IGBTs in series and parallel.

Number of IGBTs in series can be defined by the rated and surge voltage of DCCB whereas the number of parallel IGBTs can be defined by maximum continuous and maximum fault current of system. Values of R2 and C1 can be calculated using Equation 16 and Equation 17.

\[
R_2 = \frac{V_{C1}}{I_{max}} \tag{Equation 16}
\]

\[
C_1 > \frac{4(L_1 + L_2 + L_{line})}{(R_2)^2} \tag{Equation 17}
\]
4.2.6 Results

4.2.6.1 Simulations
Various simulation studies have been carried out for the proposed current releasing circuit breaker and unidirectional protection strategy. A part of detailed simulation results can be found in [89]-[90]. However, a part of results is presented in this section.

- Current Releasing Circuit Breaker:
CRCB voltage and cable current waveforms are simulated for PI, simple and distributed frequency dependent (FD) models of the HVDC cable and compared with the results from the equivalent circuit analysis in Figure 69. The voltage waveform from analysis is almost similar to the simulation results for the PI and simple model of the cable. The distributed frequency dependent model shows more accurate results in comparison to lumped models. Increased resistance of the cable rises overall resistance of circuit during fault interruption, which is similar to increasing the damping factor of the simplified equivalent circuit. The current waveforms from analysis and simulation are depicted in Fig. 3-3(b). The simulation of CRCB with the frequency dependent model shows better results as compared to the other models. The DC faults usually has a high rate of rise of current and thus the results from FD model is more accurate since parameters of the simple and lumped models are obtained for low frequencies. However, if the DC fault current is supposed to be constant (without high frequency components) the results from FD model might be changed.

![Figure 69: (a) CRCB voltage and (b) cable current waveforms, based on different cable models and analysis](image)

- Unidirectional Protection Strategy:
A four-terminal meshed HVDC grid model, which is developed in [2] is employed in this research work. DC line pole-to-pole short circuit faults and DC bus pole-to-pole faults with 100 m resistance are studied. The DC pole-to-pole short circuit faults are applied to all transmission lines of the system in different locations at t=0 s. The fault currents for the SSCB and CRCB during the fault on lines 12, 13 and 14 are shown in Figure 69. The CRCB interrupts the fault current promptly due to its topological characteristics. Both types of DCCBs handle equal peak values of fault currents due to the identical fault identification and trip time of protection algorithm.

4.2.6.2 Experimentations
A low voltage prototype has been built up to examine the practical functionality of CRCB. The schematic of experimental set-up a photo of prototype are depicted in Figure 70. Figure 70(a) shows the experimental setup configuration. As can be seen in the Figure, CRCB is connected to a DC link, which is fed by an autotransformer through a diode rectifier. The transmission line is represented by an inductor and its equivalent series
resistance. A short circuit fault is placed using an AC mechanical circuit breaker. Fig. 3-5(b) shows a photo of main board of implemented lab-scale prototype. The line current is measured using a hall effect-based linear current sensor.

In order to carry out the experiment, the short circuit is detected by an overcurrent detector program, which is developed on a 16-bit digital signal controller. Figure 71 shows a set experimental results for interrupting 25 A of current and confirms surge-less operation of CRCB.

![Figure 70: (a) Experimental setup configuration (b) Implemented CRCB block diagram](image)

![Figure 71: Experimental results](image)

4.2.7 Summary

Unidirectional DC circuit breakers are technically and economically attractive to be applied in the meshed HVDC grids. Both bidirectional and unidirectional protection schemes show similar performances during DC transmission line faults. The current interruption requirements of UCBs are found to be similar to those of BCBs. This study suggests that UCBs can protect MTDC grids similar to the BCBs while using fewer semiconductor switches. Moreover, a different approach for DC fault current interruption namely current releasing DC circuit breaker (CRCB) is investigated through the analysis, simulations and experiments in this work. The CRCB is a solid-state type DC circuit breaker (SSCB). The results from this study show that by selecting suitable values for the internal parameters of CRCB the DC fault current can be interrupted without generating surge voltage. The CRCB can be integrated into the different HVDC system configurations including the monopole and bipolar configurations. Although this work focuses on high voltage application of CRCB, it can be utilized in medium and low level DC systems.
The CRCB has at least 60% less power loss as compared to the typical SSCB due to the less number of semiconductor switches. The functionality of CRCB is examined and validated through implementing a lab-scale prototype. The short circuit test of the prototype confirms the surge-less operation of the CRCB. Nevertheless, the high voltage implementation of CRCB might be challenging.
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5. Interactive AC/DC grids

5.1 Investigation of impact between AC and DC grids—Alejandro Bayo Salas

5.1.1 Introduction

In a network consisting of conventional generation, the dynamics in the power system were mainly influenced by synchronous generators. The power system oscillated in a way determined by the electromechanical interactions between rotatory components and the control loops of these power plants. Their dynamic bandwidth is located in the sub-synchronous frequencies. Therefore, electromagnetic modes of oscillation, which mainly occur at super-synchronous frequencies, were not interfering and that dynamic response of the network could be neglected. Because of this, the response of currents and voltages in the system represented by the differential equations of the variables through the LC representation of elements was reduced to algebraic equations.

For this reason, the scheme representing the different stability problems in the power system was only considering the dynamic interactions within the section of rotor angle stability because the dynamic response was influenced by the torsional rotation of shafts. Regarding voltage stability, the main problems arise from the fault response of the system and the limitations of the power flow in the system, in other words, dynamic interactions between devices due to voltage deviations did not exist.

Current incentives in the energy sector promote the installation of offshore wind farms in the North Sea. At the same time, grid planning and market integration are driving the need for more interconnection between countries. High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) connections are often considered as the preferred solution to accommodate this increase in renewable energies and additional interconnection capacity due to their controllability and suitability for long underground and undersea connections. Nowadays, the voltage source converter (VSC) is the technology used for connecting converter-based wind generators and for transferring power through HVDC lines. In the future planning for the extension to an offshore grid, an increasing number of VSCs will be closely connected at the AC side and could mutually impact each others operation. One of the
outstanding research questions is the study of possibly adverse control interactions between such converters. When a new converter is connected to the grid, it impacts the overall AC network characteristics and the corresponding dynamics as observed at other points in the system. With the number of converters increasing, this influence will increase as well. However, multi-infeed VSC HVDC connections are not commonplace yet and current VSC control design mainly considers a simplification of the grid response at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). Hence, unanticipated interactions with other converters, either because they are not planned or built or their data is not available during the process, result in stability concerns and uncertainty during the design phase.

Despite VSCs being considered as a reliable technology, suitable for the connection to any AC network [95], non-ideal characteristics of the power system have been detected to impose limitations. Particularly, the integration in weak grids is a concern. Such systems commonly represented by an equivalent perfect source behind the short-circuit impedance have been observed to impose limitations on the VSC control response [96].

However, in systems with controlled devices operating in a wide bandwidth of frequencies, natural resonance frequencies from the network interact with the control bandwidth of the converter. In addition, a new stability issue has emerged when fast controlled devices are connected: the harmonic stability, i.e., a small-signal voltage stability extended to a wider frequency range. These interactions might cause power quality and stability issues as well [97]-[99].

Harmonic instabilities are a well-known problem in traction networks [99]. In distribution systems, control interactions between the current controller and the LCL filter have been detected [100]. In these installations, the harmonic instability is characterized by the impact of the filter. First, the current controller uses the current feedback through the plant of the LCL filter; therefore, the plant has a resonant point. Second, low- and medium-voltage networks have more damping due to the lower X/R ratio; thus, further resonances from the network are usually inherently damped by the system. And third, the resonances from the network are usually located in higher frequencies due to the characteristics of the transmission.
Therefore, a new problem appears within the power system stability frame: small-signal voltage stability. By this, the dynamic response characterized by the differential equations of currents and voltages need to be taken into account.

Harmonic stability studies are mainly performed in the frequency domain by means of the admittance based approach [101]-[102]. This method has been used to study the interaction between a VSC and a simplified AC system [103]-[106]. Extending the study to systems with multiple converters, harmonic interactions have been detected to lead to stability issues in an Offshore Wind Farm (OWF) when the number of connected turbines is increased [107], between an OWF and the collector offshore converter [14], in a parallel VSC connection composed of two VSCs [109] and between the current controllers in a converter-based distribution network composed of three converters [110].

5.1.2 Harmonic stability

The oscillations arising from the interaction between the converter and the network in the frequency bandwidth above phasor dynamics arise the following challenges:

- Understand the root of the instability issue
- How to determine/evaluate the system stability?
- Which is the bandwidth of accuracy required to model the different components?

Below, these questions are partly answered.

By the time that the first experiences in the integration of MMCs in the system are commissioned, the first harmonic stability issues are happening in the power system.

The first negative interaction was in the Borwin installation [111]. This project was one of the first experiences in connecting an offshore wind farm to the AC system by means of an HVDC link. However, the resonances in the offshore grid triggered high frequency oscillations which had destructive effects and obliged to temporarily close the link.
Also the same issues appeared in the first month of operation of the first MMC-based HVDC link in Europe, Inelfe [112]. Operations in the AC network triggered resonances which at the same time were excited by the converter control. After that, sustained oscillations at high frequencies were transferred to the AC side and lead to the trip of some protection devices and, thus, the trip of the installation. These oscillations are shown in the figure below which corresponds to the real measurements of the installation.

![On Site results](image)

**Figure 75:** Real voltage measurements in INELFE [112]

In summary, harmonic instabilities are currently a new and unknown problem in the power system community and, specifically, in the power system analysis. Therefore, the study of this topic is necessary and new and opens new needs and complexity for modelling the different components, new mathematical methodologies in order to study the problem and new ways to mitigate the stability issues.

5.1.2.1 Bandwidth of interactions

The study in offshore networks with submarine cables has only focused in low-frequency resonances way below the current controller bandwidth. However, the range is still unknown and recent instabilities as the one shown in INELFE confirms it.

The required band will have an obvious impact on the modelling of components. As a practical approach, the requested range is set up to the 50th harmonic. However, there is no scientific explanation behind. In order to estimate the bandwidth of interaction, the open loop response between the converter and the network is plotted and the oscillatory behavior is determined by the 0dB crossings. Figure 76 shows this and it can be seen that after 9 kHz, there are no more zero-crossing and therefore, there is no oscillatory behavior. However, points around 4kHz already show that the phase margin is high and, hence, the oscillation is acceptably damped.
5.1.2.2 Stability assessment

- Eigenvalue analysis:

As a common practice for the power system stability study, dynamics are represented by a system of ordinary differential equations and linearized around one operating point. The system is defined by the state space matrices $A$, $B$, $C$ and $D$ and the dynamic response can be determined by modal analysis. The oscillatory modes are determined by the eigenvalues calculated by the equation below, which will give the information about the frequency and damping for all the modes. Eigenvalues are the solution of the characteristic equation and one can determine the motion of the states when the system is perturbed. The state space matrices of the VSC are presented below.

The network is represented as well by the differential equations representing the electromagnetic couplings; the inputs are the currents at the nodes where the converters are connected to and the outputs are the voltages at the same nodes.

- Frequency domain:

Frequency-domain methods are based on the input/output characterization of the system. One property of transfer functions is that it only corresponds to the state space dynamics that are both reachable and observable. In other words, if there are repeated solutions of the polynomial in both numerator and denominator, the respective poles and zeros cancel each other and thus leading to a loss of dynamic information. However, the electromagnetic resonant modes of the network are both observable and controllable. In other words, series and parallel resonances cannot occur at the same frequencies and thus cancelling each other because of the inherent nature of electromagnetic systems. Therefore, at these specific frequencies, the resonant peaks in the equivalent admittance represent the eigenvalues of the dynamic system.

Figure 76: Bode Diagram of the loop transfer function and the oscillatory behaviour depending on the phase margin
The converter is represented by a controlled current source with a parallel admittance $Y_{VSC}$. By this, VSC dynamics are represented by the transfer function between the controlled current injected to the PCC as the output and the PCC voltage $u$, regarded as the disturbance as seen in the Figure 75.

$$Y_{VSC} = \frac{1}{L_s} + \frac{1}{R} \left( \frac{1 - TF_{FF}}{1 + L_s R G_{PR}} \right)$$

Equation 18

Different parameters such as the time delay, the feed-forward filter and the current controller bandwidth have an impact on the arising harmonic interactions.

The closed-loop response of the interconnected system is represented by the feedback system of the VSC characterized by its input/output characterization $Y_{VSC}$ and the harmonic impedance of the network $Z_h$ as the feedback connection.

$$Y_{CL} = \frac{Y_{VSC}}{1 + Y_{VSC} Z_h}$$

Equation 19

Therefore, system stability can be studied by common frequency domain techniques in feedback system such as the Nyquist or Bode criterion, which use the information of the denominator $1 + G_{OL}(s) = 0$. According to this, a feedback system is stable if and only if all roots of the characteristic equation lie to the left of the imaginary axis.

- Time-domain analysis:

Time-domain (TD) simulations are the most entrusted method for transients and stability studies in the industry. They allow to include all the non-linearities from the electric components and VSC control and thus provide

Figure 77: Typical VSC control block diagram

Additional figure/information here
the most realistic result. However, TD analysis also presents several limitations with respect to other methods when the system stability is under study.

In the specific case for the study of control interactions between the VSC and the network, the consideration of all possible scenarios in EMT simulation tools will require the modelling of the network for the different topologies and the simulation of the latter with a highly detailed VSC. This transforms in the requirement of a very large period of time.

**Figure 78:** Stability assessment and time-domain validation of the oscillatory behaviour

5.1.3 Interaction between two converters

The system under study is shown in Figure 79. It consists of two converters connected to the AC system at different PCCs which are interconnected through a transmission line. The whole system is modelled by representing all elements by their reciprocal circuit equivalent models. The VSC is transformed into a current source with a parallel admittance, AC networks are converted into voltage sources behind an equivalent impedance and the transmission line is represented by the commonly used PI section representation of lines.

**Figure 79:** System for the study of interaction between two converters
The equivalent circuit of the studied system is depicted in Figure 80.

![Figure 80: FD representation for the interaction study](image)

The VSC-impedance model is obtained from building the equivalent transfer function from the input \( u \) to the controlled output \( i \). The validation of the oscillatory behavior is done for different lengths of the transmission line as shown in Figure 81.

![Figure 81: FD representation for the interaction study](image)

### 5.1.4 Interactions in a meshed system

The different approaches are extended to a meshed system were the resulting instabilities are more complex to determine. The system in study is represented in Figure 82 and it is composed by three converters connected to a meshed network.
As in the previous case, the dynamic response of the system is studied by means of the state space representation as it is sketched in Figure 83.

Also, the study is conducted in the frequency domain. To do this, converters are represented by current sources with their equivalent admittance in parallel. Transmission lines are represented by an equivalent impedance representation in the frequency domain. By doing this, the stability of the system is studied by means of calculating the equivalent FD impedance at the node of study and evaluating the closed-loop response as in the previous case.

The equivalent FD impedance is built by means of calculating the nodal admittance matrix in the s-domain. The different impedances of the VSCs and equivalent FD representations of transmission lines are included in the nodal matrix. The equivalent harmonic impedance is then calculated by inverting the matrix and choosing the diagonal component of the node of interest.

$$Y = \begin{bmatrix} Y_{11}(s) & \cdots & Y_{1N}(s) \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ Y_{N1}(s) & \cdots & Y_{NN}(s) \end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 20}

$$Z_{th, node i} = Y^{-1}(i, i)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 21}
The closed loop response of the interconnected system is represented in Figure 84. Also, the comparison between the dynamic response estimated by means of FD techniques and state space matrices is shown in Figure 84. Both responses show a good correlation which verifies the same dynamic estimation from both methods.

![Interconnection of ABCD matrices](image)

**Figure 84:** Interconnection of ABCD matrices for the different components

### 5.1.5 Resonance mitigation

Different strategies are proposed with the objective of increasing the phase margin between the converter control and the network at the resonant points. Figure 85 sketches different possibilities and control loops to do this.

![Active damping strategies](image)

**Figure 85:** Active damping strategies

The different methods are based on the use of different variables for making the active damping. These variables can be the PCC voltage or the grid voltage. Also, some of the variables could be estimated. Each of the selections will have a different impact on the dynamic response of the control and their impact will need to be considered to re-tune the controllers. The main objective of active damping strategies is to shape the dynamic response in order to increase the phase margin between the VSC control and the network at the resonance points. Figure 86 shows the dynamic response of the system after adding an active damping controller.
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5.2 Interaction of HVDC grids and AC power systems: operation and control – Robert H. Renner

5.2.1 Introduction

Electricity represents the backbone of societies with a highly productive industry and it ensures all the comforts associated with modern-day living. Electricity is omnipresent in industrialised countries and it is considered such a reliable source of energy that people first check a lamp’s light bulb when it fails to turn on after the switch is pressed. This reliable energy provision was achieved through continuous expansion of the AC power system over the last century. Regional electricity systems were connected to their counterparts in neighbouring areas so they could rely on one another in the event of outages, which improved both their reliability and cost-effectiveness. In Europe, this expansion led to continental Europe becoming a single, synchronous area with redundant connections between countries [113]-[114]. These developments were realised by vertically integrated utilities, responsible for one control area, typically a country [115]. Each utility was responsible for generation, transmission and distribution of electrical energy in an economic and, more importantly, reliable manner. This situation changed with the deregulation, where the utilities were forced to split off generation, transmission and distribution into different independent companies and open up the newly established generation markets to new players. Regulators were moreover established to monitor and govern the efficiency of the transmission sections that represent natural monopolies. The result was that cross-border power exchanges increased due to differences in energy prices [116].

At the same time the European Union (EU) developed its 20-20-20 targets. These targets commit the EU nations to reduce energy consumption by 20%, reduce the greenhouse gas emission by 20% and to improve the energy efficiency by 20% by 2020, compared to 1990 [117]-[119]. EU member countries are expected to reach these targets by mainly using such generation technologies as photovoltaic, hydro and wind power plants. The disadvantage of these power plants is that they have to be built wherever the primary energy is available, and they produce electrical energy only when the primary energy is available. This has resulted in additional cross-border power flows due to the large availability of wind around the North and Baltic sea, hydro power in Scandinavia and the Alps and solar in the southern parts of Europe [120]-[121]. Achievement of these new targets will push the electrical grid even closer to its limits and require additional infrastructural investments, as the existing AC grid was built and optimized for short transmission distances and centralised generation so as to minimise transportation and generation losses. This was possible because transportation and storage of fossil fuels (coal, natural gas, etc.) were/are economic, safe and had/have low losses [122].

Figure 87: Dynamic response after adding active damping
When renewable energy production significantly increases, as it has in Europe [6], the electrical power system needs to be retrofitted to accommodate these new requirements [123]. This problem is further compounded by the resistance of the general public, which has opposed and delayed the construction of infrastructure projects [124].

This conditions and the breakthrough of high voltage as well as high current insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBT) in the 1990s, makes high voltage direct current (HVDC) with voltage source converters (VSC) increasingly beneficial. Advantages are its ability to independently control active and reactive power as well as a low harmonic distortion, a smaller footprint for the same transmission power and AC black start capability. Furthermore, the technology provides the option to connect converters in parallel to build DC grids [125]. The result is a significant increase in HVDC projects.

This is illustrated in (a), which shows transmission system extensions planned until 2018 [117]. Purple connections represent HVDC lines and areas are projects which are under consideration or where routes are not yet defined. Red represents AC projects. (b) shows the time horizon from 2019 to 2030 with the same color code.

5.2.2 Methodology and Models

A switching model and average model were used to perform simulations. The switching model is a modified version of the VSC-Based HVDC link available in Matlab/SimPowerSystems [126]. The modifications include a change in AC voltage level, DC voltage level, line length, droop control, AC voltage control, etc. The VSC models are the IGBT-Diode bridge from the SimPowerSystems library [127].

![VSC station model and control with a sinusoidal PWM switching frequency of 1350 Hz](image-url)
They have a symmetrical monopole configuration and a two-level topology. Because the model is highly detailed, the simulations were limited to a few converter stations so as to have an acceptable simulation time. To simulate larger systems with up to 24 converter stations, the provided average model of DlgSILENT PowerFactory was used. A description of the computation times is give at the end of this section. The controller concept as described in this section was used to obtain a similar behaviour for both models. The general converter station layout and control concept is shown in Figure 88. The nominal AC voltage of the AC grid equivalent is defined as 380 kV with a short circuit power (SCP) of $S_{SC} = 16$ GVA. The transformer has an apparent power of 1.25 GVA, a short circuit voltage of 14 % and a ratio of $\frac{380}{280}$. The nominal converter AC voltage is defined as 280 kV and its DC voltages as 600 kV pole to pole. The positive power direction is from AC to DC, with a nominal value of 1 GW. The AC reactor has a short circuit voltage of 15 % and the DC capacitance is 0.3 mF, which is implemented by two capacitors of 0.6 mF in series. The direct current is smoothed with a DC reactor of $H=8$ mH and $R=0.0251$ W. To get steady signals for active and reactive power, the measured signals are filtered by a low pass with a damping of 0.707 and a cut-off frequency of 50 and 100 Hz respectively. In addition, the dq-voltages are smoothed by computing the mean value over a running window of one cycle of the measured frequency.

5.2.3 VSC control concept and control parameters

The controller parameters for the controller concept, depicted in the Figure 88, are shown in the Table 9. The controller concept is common in academia [128]-[129] and consists of an inner current controller (ICC) and an outer active/reactive power controller. Due to the cascaded control structure, the controller can limit the current. The control is implemented in the dq0 frame, in which time varying sinusoidal three-phase signals are converted to phasors, so that controllers can be designed by common methods in linear time invariant systems. In order to achieve the correct synchronization of dq0 signals to the three-phase AC grid voltage, a phase-locked loop (PLL) is used. Moreover, AC voltage control instead of reactive power control can be used. The power exchange balance is guaranteed with droop control, which uses the local DC voltage to identify energy imbalances [130]. Each controller has control parameters that each influence the stability of the VSC and the remaining AC power system. To establish a stable VSC control, common methods for controller design are selected.

The inner current control parameters are defined with the modulus optimum method. The controller is thus tuned to compensate for the dominant time constant, resulting in Equation 22 to calculate proportional gain and Equation 23 to determine integral gain [131].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control concept</th>
<th>Control parameter (concept-dependent)</th>
<th>External parameter (concept-dependent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>$K_{pi\text{ICC}}, K_{i\text{ICC}}$</td>
<td>Short Circuit Ratio (SCR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLL</td>
<td>$K_{p\text{PLL}}, K_{i\text{PLL}}$</td>
<td>R/X Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Power</td>
<td>$K_{pP}, K_{iP}$</td>
<td>Voltage Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive Power</td>
<td>$K_{pQ}, K_{iQ}$</td>
<td>$U_{DC}, U_{AC}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Energy Balance

| $K_{pDROOP}$ | $P(x) , Q(x)$ |

$$K_{pDROOP} = \frac{R \pi}{4 \zeta_{DROOP} \sigma}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 22}$$

Where $R$ is the resistance of $Z$ in Figure 88, $\tau$ is $\frac{L}{R}$, $\tau_\sigma$ the inverse of the switching frequency and $\zeta_{DROOP}$ the desired damping of the ICC.

$$K_{ICC} = \frac{K_{pICC}}{\tau} = \frac{R}{2\pi \tau_\sigma}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 23}$$

The active and reactive power controller should be approximately 10 times slower than the ICC to ensure that there is no interaction between both loops and makes a trade-off between speed and stability. The bandwidth $f_p$ of the power controller should consequently be 10 times smaller than the bandwidth $f_{ICC}$ of the ICC, which is

$$f_{ICC} = \frac{\omega_{ICC}}{2\pi} = \frac{K_{pICC}}{2\pi} = \frac{1}{\tau_{ICC}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 24}$$

From the closed-loop transfer function

$$\frac{P}{P_{ref}} = \frac{(K_{pP} + K_{ip})}{s^2 + \frac{K_{pP} + K_{ip}}{\tau_{ICC}}} \frac{u_0}{u_{0d}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 25}$$

Follows
\[ K_{IP} = \frac{\omega_P \zeta_{ICC}}{u_d} \quad \text{Equation 26} \]

\[ K_{PP} = \frac{2 \zeta_P \omega_P \zeta_{ICC}}{u_d} \quad \text{Equation 27} \]

Where \( \omega_P = 2\pi f_p \zeta_P \), the desired damping of the power controller and \( u_d \) the d-part of the voltage. For the PLL a method is described in [132] and it results in:

\[ K_{PPP} = \frac{2 \zeta_{PLL} \omega_{PLL}}{U} \quad \text{Equation 28} \]

\[ K_{IPPLL} = \frac{\omega_{PLL}^2}{U} \quad \text{Equation 29} \]

Where \( \zeta_{PLL} \) is the damping, \( U \) is the peak voltage at the point of common coupling (PCC) and \( \omega_{PLL} \) the chosen closed-loop bandwidth.

In this thesis the droop for all converters is set at the same value and it is implemented with a deadband for DC grids with more than 10 converter stations and without a deadband for DC grids with less than 10 converter stations. The maximum acceptable DC voltage deviation is used as the limitation to define the droop setting. This, in return, results in the minimum acceptable proportional gain. The controller proportional gain of the DC grid \( K_{ConDCVCR} \) is calculated using:

\[ K_{ConDCVCR} = \frac{\Delta P_{Max}}{\Delta U_{DCMax}} \quad \text{Equation 30} \]

This proportional gain for the entire DC grid is distributed equally between the participating converters, i.e.
\[ K_{ConDCVCr} = \frac{K_{totDCVCr}}{n-1} \]

Equation 31

With \( n-1 \) being the number of participating converter stations considering the outage of a DCVCr controlling converter. More advanced gain calculations methods exist [133]-[134], but this simple, fast and comprehensible method was used since this work is not focused on droop control.

After all the controller parameters are tuned, a small signal analysis shows interactions with the remaining AC power system. Small signal stability with VSC is described in [135]. In addition, a large disturbance analysis indicates the stability after events such as short circuits. If one of these tests reveals instabilities, the control parameter or concept needs adaptation.

5.2.4 Simulations and results

5.2.4.1 Switching and RMS model comparison

In order to validate the models and their parameters, a point-to-point connection with droop control is used, and a reactive and active power set point change is compared. The reactive power set point is changed at 1 second from \( Q_1^{ref} = Q_2^{ref} = 0 \) pu to \( -Q_1^{ref} = Q_2^{ref} = 0.05 \) pu, and the active power set point is changed at 1.5 seconds from \( P_1^{ref} = P_2^{ref} = 0 \) pu to \( -P_1^{ref} = P_2^{ref} = 0.8 \) pu. The switching model is shown in light green solid lines and the average model is shown in blue dashed lines. The behavior for DC voltage, AC voltage, active power and reactive power are nearly the same (Figure 89a). The exception is the dynamic peak deviation, which is somewhat higher for the switching model due to the simplification of filters in the averaged model.

The averaged model generally does not need filters as it already uses phasors for the simulation. However, additional second-order filters were implemented in the averaged model for active power, reactive power and AC voltage so as to obtain similar time delays. A comparison of the inner current controller parameters shows similar results Figure 89b.

(a) Active power and reactive power.
(b) Current reference and measurement in dq-frame.
5.2.5 Ancillary services in power system with DC grids

Integration of a DC grid into an existing power system will influence existing ancillary services [136].

The reasons are that new users will be added to the existing power system, new sources of ancillary services will become available, and new services will be needed. This section provides a high-level overview of the required ancillary services, taking into account different possible responsibility models for the hybrid AC/DC system. To analyze the changes related to ancillary services, the power system was simplified into three parts: control area, equipment and interface between AC and DC.

Each of these elements can exist for an AC or DC grid. This resulted in 15 independent combinations that spanned the entire spectrum from an AC power system to a combined AC/DC power system. Analyzing the combinations revealed that four combinations for ancillary services exist in a power system with AC and DC grids, shown in Figure 90. The first combination, ancillary services from AC equipment for AC grids, are those that are defined and in use today.

Figure 90: Overview of the four ancillary services in a power system in a single control area and with an both AC and DC grid (the grey arrows are responsibility-dependent and thus belong to AC or DC equipment).

The second one, ancillary services from DC equipment for AC grids, is being discussed at the moment and used on a case-by-case basis in the field. For this combination, two additional ancillary services were introduced to handle the AC/DC interactions; these were called transmission reserve and power flow control.

The last two combinations, ancillary services from AC equipment for DC grids and ancillary services from DC equipment for DC grids, had not yet been defined. The Eurelectric definition and existing definitions for ancillary services for AC systems were used as a starting point to define ancillary services of these combinations. The result is a basic set of ancillary services that maintain the integrity and stability of a combined AC and DC power system.

5.2.5.1 DC grid scheduling

A DC grid needs a scheduled operation point [137]. One option is to maximize the overall buffer energy. From Figure 91 follows that this is reached when $\Delta U_{up}$ and $\Delta U_{down}$ are equal. The behavior of two DC voltages for a given power flow can be approximated as a linear function with a gradient equal to 1. The DC voltage difference between two nodes is then defined by the power flow equation and can thus be assumed to be constant for the energy balance equations. This results in:
\[ U_{\text{max}} = m U_{\text{Min}} + d \]  
Equation 32

With \( U_{\text{max}} \) the highest DC voltage, \( U_{\text{Min}} \) the lowest DC voltage, \( m \) the gradient equal to 1 and \( d = U_{\text{Max}} - U_{\text{Min}} \) the DC voltage band. With the constraint:

\[ \Delta U_{\text{Up}} = \Delta U_{\text{Down}} \]  
Equation 33

The results are

\[ U_{\text{ref}}^{\text{Min}} = \frac{U_{\text{LimUp}} - d + U_{\text{LimDown}}}{m+1} \]  
Equation 34

\[ U_{\text{ref}}^{\text{Max}} = \frac{U_{\text{LimUp}} + d + U_{\text{LimDown}}}{m+1} \]  
Equation 35

This results are the DC reference voltage at the node with either lowest or highest DC voltage. Asymmetrical limits need to be defined to achieve an asymmetrical upper and lower buffer energy.

To show that this optimization is valid, a case study was implemented, with the optimal DC reference voltages calculated. These results were also compared to a dynamic simulation in DlgSILENT, in which a DC voltage controller was implemented to shift the DC voltages to the defined DC reference voltage. All these tests offered sufficient results and demonstrated that this method is capable of calculating the optimal DC reference voltages. A drawback of this method is that the power flow has to be known to perform the calculation. Its application is thus limited to scheduling tasks since changes to the DC grid topology or converter power output will change the optimal DC reference voltage. This algorithm can easily be extended with a security state calculation (e.g. N-1), which makes it a complete DC grid scheduling tool. Its integration in DC SCADA/EMS is moreover also an option, as it requires limited communication.
5.2.5.2 DC grid reserve

This part defines reserves for DC grids, which were named in analogy to the reserves in the European AC power system: DC Voltage Containment Reserve (DCVCR) or DC Primary Reserve; DC Voltage Restoration Reserve (DCVRR) or DC Secondary Reserve; and DC Replacement Reserve (DCRR) or DC Tertiary Reserve. The DCVCR control was furthermore described and it was shown that the DCVRR control can be arranged in a similar fashion to the FRR control in AC systems provided that the DC grid reaches a certain dimension and accepts a DC voltage band of around ±10 %, or that it is damped with inertia from the AC grid. In this case, the DCVRR control has the same functionality as FRR control. This means that it is capable of defining different control areas, that it can compensate for continuous small and slow fluctuations, that it can have similar pre-qualifications for reserve providing power plants and that it can automatically establish pre-fault conditions for DC voltage and power transmission [138].

An example shows the response of a DC grid with 24 converters, when one converter with maximum power injection is disconnected. Figure 92(a) shows the DC voltages at all nodes. After initialization (first 100 s), the power set-points are constant. Figure 92(b) and the DCVRR maintains the pre-defined DC voltage. A converter with an infeed of 1 pu, is disconnected at 150 s. The result is a strong and immediate decrease in the DC voltage, stopped by the DCVCR.
The DCVRR first compensates for the DCVCR and then re-establishes the DC voltage at node 14 (blue line). The DC voltages after the converter outage differ from the former DC voltages due to the power flow change in the DC grid. Figure 92(b) shows the power through the converters. The converter stations responsible for the DCVRR (blue lines) are not exactly on their set-points as they are compensating for the unconsidered losses. At 150 s, converter 2 is switched off. As a result, all converters participating in the DCVCR (blue and green lines) change their set-points to compensate for the power imbalance. All DCVRR converters (blue line) subsequently change their power to re-establish the pre-defined DC voltage at node 14, and bring back the scheduled power of the other converter stations (green lines) and between the control areas. It can be seen that the DCVRR converters of control area 2 (blue solid lines) change their power albeit not responsible. This constitutes a difference between AC and DC restoration reserves. DCVCR is not activated identically to $K_{DC Area}$ due to the tendency to solve deficits locally [139]. The change in power over the tie lines is consequently not equal to $K_{DC Area} \cdot \Delta U_{DC}$. At simulation time 450 s, the power exchange between the control areas is re-established and the DCVRR converters from control area 1 (blue dashed lines) have compensated for the complete imbalance since the control area with the outage has to compensate for this. The DCVRR control parameters Figure 92(c) display the same type of behaviour. At first, all parameters are close to their set-points (dashed lines) or zero. The DC voltage (green solid line) and the power exchange between the control areas (blue lines) are different after the outage. This is compensated after 300 s.

![Figure 92: DC grid response for a converter outage.](image)

### 5.2.5.3 Low AC voltage ride-through of DC grids

Using simulations, this part demonstrates that DC choppers are capable of providing AC fault ride-through capabilities in accordance with grid code requirements [140]. This remains the case when point-to-point connections are extended to MTDC grids. The utilized DC choppers affect the DC voltage in a similar manner as in point-to-point connections, although a dynamic analysis should be performed to obtain a detailed picture of possible harmonic oscillations. Single DC chopper placements feasible in limited grid configurations and the integration of DC voltage droop control complements voltage containment. This paves the way for smaller DC chopper capacities in future grids with a higher DC voltage droop availability.
As an example, Figure 93 shows the simulation results for offshore wind farm (OWF) distances of 100 and 500 km. It can be seen that the DC voltage difference between SEC 1 and SEC 2 increases due to higher line resistances. Furthermore, the DC link voltage at SEC 1 tends to rise in a delayed fashion, with the result that the chopper controller activates the valves at a later point. This can be seen when comparing Figure 93(c) and Figure 93(d), and it can be attributed to the higher resistance between the nodes. Excess energy dissipation is initiated at a later point, and the DC link connecting sending end converter (SEC) 1 and receiving end converter (REC) 4 is charged for a longer time. The maximum DC voltage value consequently exceeds 1.1 pu. In addition, a configuration with one DC chopper can result in over-currents if the DC chopper and its corresponding REC are simultaneously activated. Although the over-currents are active for a maximum of 150 ms, which may not result in a thermal problem, this should be considered in the protection scheme.

5.2.6 Sources of ancillary services for DC grids

Wind power plants have limited capabilities to procure DC ancillary services due to their slow reaction time compared to DC grid time constants for energy buffer services. However, if the DC grid is sufficiently damped by AC inertia or DC storage, the wind power plants can provide DC primary reserve. This can be achieved through a combined de-loading/de-rating control, which uses the fast de-loading reaction time and the de-rating capability of a permanent power change. Furthermore, DC secondary reserve is technically feasible if the WPP is operated in de-rating mode. A problem could be a reliable forecast for the defined provision time. However, in both cases the available primary energy is not optimally used.

This research topic also defined a coordination factor for generation and VSC, as well as describing the behavior of AC and DC grids at the level of buffer energy, primary reserve and secondary reserve.

This work also illustrates how synchronous generators and WPPs with a coordination factor of HC = 1 can provide energy services to DC grids. A method was presented to calculate the maximum instantaneous power a synchronous generator can provide and how this is related to the proportional gain of the connected VSC. In addition, it was discussed how adequate storage for WPPs could be defined to handle the same instantaneous power change. The results were validated with simulations that compared the ability of synchronous generators and WPPs to provide DC primary and DC secondary reserve.

As a final remark, it has to be mentioned that economic criteria will ultimately decide whether wind power plans will contribute to DC reserves or whether another source might be more beneficial.
5.2.7 Summary

More and more HVDC point-to-point connections are planned, are today being constructed or are already being put in operation to connect offshore wind farms or to increase transmission capacity. If point-to-point connections are operated in parallel, it may be more economic and reliable to connect them to form a DC grid. This calls for new operation and control strategies to handle uncertainties and maintain a certain power quality in the DC grid. The limits and boundaries of the connected AC grids furthermore have to be respected so as not to jeopardize the stability of the electrical power system in its entirety. This work consequently focused on operation and control of DC grids that simultaneously respect AC grid limits and boundaries. Such a research focus suggested a description of voltage source converters and how they influence the different categories of AC grid stability: angle stability, AC voltage stability and frequency stability. This work also analyzed how procurement of ancillary services is affected when DC grids are operated in parallel to the existing AC grids, because the development of DC grids will require new definitions for these services. This work consequently analyzed these requirements and proposes ancillary services for DC grids, in addition to presenting a new implementation to manage imbalances in DC grids. The management of imbalances implies scheduling to minimize uncertainties, DC primary reserve to guarantee the stability of a DC grid after a major outage of power infeed or withdraw, as well as DC secondary reserve to re-establish DC voltage and power exchanges between DC control areas. This work also explored the possible function that DC choppers could serve in a DC grid. In addition, it was analyzed which power services synchronous generators and wind power plants can provide to DC grids. This was achieved through theoretical descriptions of the problems and validation of the results using simulations.
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5.3 Control of DC grids to improve stability of AC Grids - Tibin Joseph

5.3.1 Wind-Thermal Generation Coordination in Multi-Terminal HVDC-Connected AC systems for Improved Frequency Support

5.3.1.1 Introduction

It is estimated that 20% of the world’s electricity will be supplied from wind generation by 2020 [142]. In order to meet this goal, a substantial integration of onshore and offshore wind power has been planned globally. In Europe, offshore wind farms are preferred due to the high quality of the offshore resource; however, in countries like China, USA and India onshore wind farms have been widely deployed and are the preferred installations [142]. A good example of the scale and pace of wind integration can be seen in China, where the total installed capacity has increased by 45% from 31 GW in 2010 to 45 GW in 2011 [142]-[143]. It is expected that by 2020 the wind penetration in China alone will be of 150-200 GW, out of which more than three quarters will be provided by onshore installations [143]-[144]. As the power generation mix becomes more diverse and further distanced from the main load centres, the interconnection of HVDC links to interface generation and consumption becomes more attractive in a multi-terminal DC grid (MTDC) configuration. Such a scenario facilitates power flow management and operational reliability [149]-[150]. Nonetheless, as thermal generation still satisfies the base load in current power systems, the large integration of wind presents an operational challenge for the coordination of these two sources of generation. As large-scale wind integration progresses, significant power mismatches and frequency deviations may occur due to the wind intermittency and the comparatively slower primary frequency control from synchronous generators of thermal power plants [151]-[152].

5.3.1.2 Operational Scenario and Frequency Regulation

The system under investigation is shown in Figure 1. This system has been modelled to resemble China’s future power grid with proposed transmission reinforcements [144]-[146]. The system consists of three AC grids (Grids 1, 2 and 3) connected through a three-terminal MTDC grid. A ratio of wind to thermal generation of 1:2 has been used, which implies that thermal power generation is two times larger than wind generation [150]-[153]. The synchronous generator production is 500 MW and the wind farm generates 250 MW at nominal wind speed. Grids 2 and 3 represent load centres located in Eastern China [153]. Power (750 MW) is transmitted from Grid 1 to Grids 2 and 3 through the three-terminal VSC-based MTDC grid. The MTDC grid has a nominal voltage of 400 kV and each DC transmission line has a length of 500 km. Given that HVDC systems have the advantage of a fast controllability, the active power modulation of the HVDC transmission system is employed to retain system stability. The power absorbed by VSC 1 is injected into the MTDC grid, binding AC and DC power balances; i.e., AC power fluctuations are routed to the MTDC grid, exploiting the fast power routing capabilities of VSCs to balance AC grid power. Frequency deviation $\omega$ can be expressed as a function of system inertia and the injected and absorbed powers for grids 1 to 3 (see Figure 95(a) and Figure 95(b)).
Figure 94: Single-line diagram of the system under study

Figure 95: Primary frequency regulation including a speed governor and a steam turbine: (a) Grid 1; (b) Grids 2 and 3

5.3.1.3 MTDC Grid Operation

Droop (or distributed) control has been widely studied in the literature [147]-[149]. It is employed to regulate the DC voltage in systems that have more than one VSC terminal. Its application for MTDC grids is borrowed from AC power systems, where frequency-power droop schemes are used [147]-[149]. Droop control is considered to be more reliable than the master-slave or the improved voltage margin methods, mainly due to its simplicity and the ease of power sharing between different terminals [149]. Nonetheless, unlike frequency in traditional AC systems, voltage is not a universal measurement in a DC network. A DC voltage droop control may cause deviations from the desired DC voltage, resulting in power losses in the transmission line. Such a scenario is detrimental to the seamless integration of HVDC grids, and, to avoid it, droop settings should be carefully designed to prevent mismatches [156]-[157]. Consider an MTDC grid with three terminals as shown in Figure 94. VSC 1, the sending-end converter, is assumed to work in constant power injection mode as shown in Figure 96(a). VSCs 2 and 3 work in droop control mode, as depicted in Figure 96(b). The control law for VSCs 2 and 3 can be written as:

\[ V_{DC}^{ref} = V_{DC}^{ref\ 0} + k_{V_{DC}}(P_{inj}^{ref} - P_{inj}) \]  

Equation 36

where \( V_{DC}^{ref} \) is the DC voltage reference order, and \( V_{DC}^{ref\ 0} \) is the DC voltage reference when there is no power deviation between the injected power \( P_{inj} \) and its reference value \( P_{inj}^{ref} \). The droop coefficient \( k_{V_{DC}} \) bounds the power deviations in the MTDC grid to the DC voltage reference.
5.3.1.4 Conventional Frequency Support Methods and Dual Droop Control

Since active power injection at VSC 1 is directly related with the power balance in Grid 1 as shown by Equation 36, the converter power absorption can be used for frequency regulation [154]. A system similar to the one presented in Figure 94 but employing an LCC-HVDC link was studied in [152], where a coordinated control scheme to integrate wind and thermal generation was proposed. The coordination of wind farms and LCC-HVDC links for inertia and primary frequency response has been discussed in the literature. In [153]-[155], frequency derivative and frequency deviation measurements were used to provide inertia support and frequency control see Figure 96(a) and Figure 96(b). In order to overcome the limitations of the previous methods, a novel dual droop control scheme is proposed here [156]. This uses the system frequency deviation and the DC voltage as feedback signals. Consider that it is desired to provide frequency regulation to the wind-thermal integrated system of Grid 1 (see Figure 94). If the frequency deviation and the DC voltage act as input signals to the rectifier converter station (i.e. VSC 1), the following control law can be defined, see Figure 96(c):

\[ P_{\text{Conv}}^\text{ref} = P_{\text{Conv}}^\text{ref,0} + k_{\text{DC}} \cdot (V_{\text{DC}} - V_{\text{DC}}^L)(f_0 - f) \]

Equation 37

Simulation results with the different control methods are provided in Figure 97. The frequency of Grid 1, to which VSC 2 is connected, and its injected power are shown in Figure 97(b) and Figure 97(c), respectively. The DC voltage at the terminals of VSC 1 is given in Figure 97(d). The notable benefit of the proposed control method can be observed in Figure 97(b) and Figure 97(c): as the power injected by VSC 1 responds to frequency and DC voltage deviations, the power injection is changed at significantly higher magnitudes than in all other methods. This in turn leads to a very small frequency deviation of about 0.1 Hz in Grid 1. This demonstrates that the primary frequency regulation of the integrated system has been significantly improved when the dual droop control scheme is employed. It should be highlighted that this has been achieved without considerably modulating the DC voltage: its deviation is very small (less than 0.5%) [156].
5.3.1.5 Summary

A VSC-based MTDC grid is a prominent alternative to conventional HVAC transmission due to its inherent advantages of fast and independent active and reactive power control, ability to connect weak grids and seamless power flow reversal capability. Thus, this paper has proposed an effective utilisation of this technology for the further integration of wind power by providing additional frequency regulation support, generation balancing and reduction of wind power curtailment.

The stability problems caused by large-scale wind power fluctuations and primary frequency response in a wind-thermal-MTDC grid integrated system have been analysed. A novel control method, entitled dual droop control, has been proposed to mitigate these issues. The control scheme has been tested in a system resembling a future power grid in China which considers transmission reinforcements. Simulation results have shown that frequency stability issues caused by wind power fluctuations can be addressed and mitigated when the proposed method is employed. Furthermore, the DC voltage is kept within a narrow range regardless of significant power flow changes. This way, the operational performance of the wind-thermal bundled AC system can be enhanced without compromising DC grid operational constraints.

5.3.2 Asset management strategies for Power Converters in Transmission Network

5.3.2.1 Introduction

The increased deployment of power electronic converters into transmission grids has raised the need of managing these assets optimally and in an efficient way. In line with this, the existing methods for evaluating the value of AC system assets have to be redefined. To this end this work examines the business needs on which future power converter assets can be quantified. The main areas that have been covered include trends in condition monitoring, asset maintenance policies and the estimation of ageing and failure mechanisms. The use of a physics-of-failure based assessment for power converter assets life-cycle management has been introduced and discussed. Research directions and roadmaps for effective management of power electronic assets have significantly evolved. Recently, focus has been placed on the monitoring, maintenance, and ageing and failure mechanisms as reported in [157]-[159] and references therein. In this context, research efforts concentrate on the development of methodologies for assessing asset condition.
and estimation of the risk of failure through state of the art models, optimisation of maintenance practices, development of cost analysis modules, and investigation into decision-making practices. Following this line, power electronic assets can be mainly characterised by the following business needs (see Figure 98):

![Figure 98: Business need for power electronic asset management](image)

5.3.2.2 Condition Monitoring

The technique or process for monitoring the operating characteristics of a component or an equipment, in such a way as to predict the need for maintenance before serious deterioration or breakdown, is known as condition monitoring (CM) [161]-[162]. Current CM systems are mainly focused on AC substations; however, the monitoring function is single and completely independent, protocols are not compatible and the interface is not unified [159]-[165]. To address these shortcomings and better satisfy the needs of monitoring levels in power electronic substations, the design and implementation of CM and decision support systems in HVdc and FACTS converter stations are required [165]. Therefore, in this section the CM and assessment approaches used in power converter based assets are categorised (see Figure 99).

![Figure 99: CM and assessment methods for power electronic assets](image)

- **Traditional approach:** The traditional CM approach applied to combined AC and DC substation components can be divided into five main categories: visual inspection; monitoring the hot spot temperature; assessment of the vibration of wall and winding; sensor analysis for examining dissolved gases and partial discharges; and the voltage and current signature measurement. To obtain meaningful information from these monitored parameters, data should be analysed to assess the state of
the components [165]. Each CM data category can be evaluated using condition assessment (CA) techniques, as illustrated in Figure 99.

- **Physics-of-Failure Based CM**: Ensuring a high availability and reliability is the top priority for transmission network operators. To achieve this through power electronic assets, a physics-of-failure (PoF) based assessment during the design stages has been widely accepted. The combination of degradation calculation with root cause failure analyses and probabilistic methods forms the basis of PoF [24]. Surveys indicate that IGBTs have been the most frequently used devices (42%) among power semiconductors, followed by metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) (27%), thyristors (14%) and PIN diodes (10%) [167].

In contrast with traditional CM approaches, PoF based CM focuses on the lifetime estimation of new generation power semiconductor devices such as IGBTs, IGCTs, MOSFETs, SiCs, among others. A threefold process is employed to monitor the strength of power electronic components; this involves diagnosis, prognosis and condition analysis.

### 5.3.2.3 Maintenance methodologies

One of the main driving forces behind the transition from mercury arc to thyristor valves and later onto IGBTs for power conversion in the high voltage power electronic industry was the burden on maintenance requirements [167]-[169]. However, many of the existing and new power electronic assets are equipped with CM systems along with SCADA for operation. This provision provides a platform for the development of intelligent and device dependent maintenance policies. Therefore, CM leads to the next business need: developing of a proper maintenance strategy which includes corrective, preventive, reliability and PoF centred maintenance. This is shown schematically in Figure 100. The use of PoF as the new indicator for developing maintenance policy for power electronic assets is in its early stages compared to other strategies.

![Figure 100: Maintenance strategies](image)

### 5.3.2.4 Estimating Failure and Lifetime Modes

Since their appearance in the transmission regime, manufacturers have claimed an infinite lifespan of semiconductor devices as they have no moving parts and thus no wear and tear. Even CIGRE reported that "semiconductor devices do not wear out" [171]. Refurbishment and replacement strategies for HVdc and FACTS controllers have reached a level in which utilities and manufactures alongside are looking for options to extend their lifespan through upgrades,
renovations and extension methods [171]-[173]. The three different concepts of lifetime mechanisms for power system assets can be applied to power semiconductors as well. These are physical lifetime, technical lifetime and economic lifetime [172] and are illustrated in Figure 101.

![Figure 101: Classification of ageing mechanism for power semiconductor assets](image)

5.3.2.5 Roadmap in Power Electronic Asset Management Research

While the aforementioned procedures provide a systematic way for the selection of power converter assets while considering an optimised cost, size and lifetime, their high complexity and the need for further research may restrict their application. This is highlighted in Figure 102. The review of industrial experience documented in this work, together with recent developments in power electronic assets, has allowed the identification of a range of needs and gaps faced by power transmission utilities [173]. The primary gaps have been grouped into three categories—in line with the present industry asset management needs.

![Figure 102: Research roadmaps in terms of power electronic asset management](image)

5.3.2.6 Summary

The large-scale deployment of power converter assets into transmission networks has reached a level of parity with AC system assets. Their management and maintenance has thus become an extremely difficult job for asset managers and engineers. To tackle these difficulties, this paper has characterised power electronic assets into three business trends. In particular, the different aspects that need to be considered for the development of an effective asset management framework for HVdc and FACTS devices have been illustrated. It has been concluded that an imminent change in the
monitoring and assessment methods (ranging from traditional, reliability, or PoF-based approaches) is needed due to the inherent design of power electronic components. Moreover, the incorporation of DC substations into AC grids will pose the challenge of maintaining them in a reliable and optimal way, thus making of PoF a potential new philosophy for maintenance practice.

5.3.3 Sub-synchronous Oscillatory Stability Analysis and Control in an AC/DC Transmission system

5.3.3.1 Introduction

The rapid expansion in power transmission for the integration of large-scale renewables complemented by infrastructure reinforcements in the form of series compensation poses the threat of subsynchronous resonance (SSR) [174]-[176]. However, existing and future high-voltage direct current (HVDC) links can be effectively used to mitigate this undesirable phenomenon [174]-[176]. In this line, this chapter presents a formal analysis of torsional interactions (TI) - a form SSR in series-compensated systems featuring voltage source converter (VSC) based HVDC links. Further an auxiliary control loop embedded in the VSC-HVDC system to damp torsional interactions has been introduced [175]. The proposed damping scheme employs modal filters to identify SSR upon occurrence and then injects currents at sub-synchronous frequency to damp it. The SSR damper has been tested in the three machine GB model (see Figure 103(a)), which has been upgraded with a VSC-HVDC link to form an integrated AC/DC system [177]-[178]. Simulations have been performed in PSCAD, with eigenvalue analysis carried out in MATLAB for the small-signal stability assessment of the AC/DC system. Results show that the proposed scheme effectively damps SSR irrespectively of the torsional mode being excited.

5.3.3.2 Mathematical modelling of AC/VSC-HVDC Link

The test system resembles a simplified GB mainland system splitting into three major generation areas: England and Wales, Southern Scotland and Northern Scotland, with respective ratings of 21000, 2800 and 2400 MVA [178]. The Northern Scotland generator has been modelled to include a multi-mass shaft with four turbine masses. The remaining two machines were modelled as single mass turbo generators. The detailed state-space model of the system (see Figure 103(b)) includes the dynamic equations of the synchronous machines, transmission lines and the HVDC link with its controllers has been performed. This is a system of 77 differential equations linearized around an operating point, given by

![Figure 103: Schematic of AC/DC network](image-url)
\[
\Delta \mathbf{x}_{sys} = A_{t,sys} \Delta \mathbf{x}_{sys}
\]
Equation 38

\[
\Delta \mathbf{x}_{sys} = [\mathbf{x}_{NSG} \mathbf{x}_{NSM\omega} \mathbf{x}_{NSM} \mathbf{x}_{SSG} \mathbf{x}_{SSM} \mathbf{x}_{EWG} \mathbf{x}_{EWM} \mathbf{x}_{Tr} \mathbf{x}_{VSC}]
\]
Equation 39

Where \(\mathbf{x}_{NSG}, \mathbf{x}_{NSM\omega}, \mathbf{x}_{NSM}\), constitute the states associated with the Northern Scotland synchronous generator; \(\mathbf{x}_{Tr}\), the series compensated transmission line; \(\mathbf{x}_{SSG}, \mathbf{x}_{SSM}, \mathbf{x}_{EWG}, \mathbf{x}_{EWM}\) the Southern Scotland and England and Wales generators; and \(\mathbf{x}_{VSC}\) the VSC-HVDC link. The real part of relevant eigenvalues (TM\(x\)) and their relation with the subsynchronous mode of the AC transmission line (SUB) are plotted in Figure 104. As it can be seen, mode SUB changes with the percentage of series compensation. It can be observed that the system features four critical conditions arising when SUB is in the neighborhood of TM1-TM4. For specific values of series compensation, the interaction with specific modes is maximum —coincidental with the frequencies of TM1-TM4. Figure 104 also shows the behaviour of modes TM\(x\) and SUB. It is worth noting that the dynamics of the VSC-HVDC link do not contribute any negative damping; instead it provides a positive effect, as discussed in [174]-[178].
5.3.3.3 Control of Multi-Modal SSR Damping in an AC/DC system

In addition to the provision of bulk power transfer, an auxiliary control loop embedded in the VSC rectifier station has been designed to damp SSR. The SSR controller is a real-time system that injects subsynchronous currents at the point of connection to the AC system (in this case, near the stator terminals of the synchronous generator) to mitigate SSR upon occurrence. The structure of the SSR damping loop is shown in Figure 105 [174]. As it can be seen, the line current of the network is used as the input signal, which after an adequate conditioning is transformed into a $dq$ frame reference. The resulting current is filtered through low & high-pass filters to eliminate DC, supersynchronous (>50 Hz) and low frequency components (<10 Hz). This process isolates subsynchronous components of interest only. The filtered signals then follow separate paths (in this case four), each of which targets different subsynchronous modes along the frequency range of interest and comprises an additional band-pass modal filter, a gain, and a phase-shifter. The outputs are then summed to form the SSR damping signal, which is injected in anti-phase (i.e., with a 180 degree phase shift) to the inner control loops of the VSCs. The idea and effectiveness of targeted filters to damp subsynchronous components has been recently studied and implemented as in [179]-[181].

![Diagram](image)

Figure 105: Controller and its response

To validate the results from the eigenvalue analysis and subsequent design of the SSR damping filter, time domain simulations of the system have been carried out in PSCAD/EMTDC. These have been performed with and without the SSR damping controller being active. Relevant results are plotted in Figure 106. The simulation starts in steady state with 20% series compensation. This condition does not produce SSR, as evidenced by Figure 105. At 2 s the value of series compensation is modified to 40%.

![Frequency response](image)
5.3.3.4 Hardware in the Loop Damping of SSR in an AC/DC Network

This SSR damping is tested in an experimental rig. The experiment considers an AC grid connected through a HVDC link in parallel as shown in Figure 103(a). VSC based converters for the sole purpose of damping SSR has been discussed and implemented in [39-41]. To take this research beyond the state of art we tested parallel AC/DC operation with SSR damping provision. In [35] a similar experiment is presented for a three terminal system using the same experimental rig, but the test was focus on the operation of converter as STATCOM, with damping provided for only one mode. Figure 107, shows the general diagram of the hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) set-up. The main components are: VSC test rig, DC Network cabinet, real time simulator and grid simulator. These components represents the scaled-down elements of a real system. The real time simulator represents a model of the three machine AC system with turbine generators and series compensated transmission line, which is interfaced to the VSC test rig with a grid simulator. The main objective of performing the HIL is to evaluate the risk of SSR in an AC/DC network without risking the real generators and converters.

5.3.3.5 Experimental Results

To evaluate the flexibility of VSC HVdc links in providing SSR damping, the generic diagram shown in Figure 107 has been tested and the key results are discussed here. Figure 108 shows the air gap torques responses with and without damping controller compared in simulation and real time platform. Case-1, as in Figure 108(a) series compensation is modified from 20 % to 40% at 2s without proposed controller, as depicted the torque oscillations grows in magnitude indicating TI as tested in previous sections. In case 2 series compensation is modified from 20 % to 40% at 2s and from 40 % to 60 % at 5s with damping controller (see Figure 108(b)).
compared to case 1 the reduction in the torque oscillations are evident with the controller in operation and the oscillations dies out in seconds.

![Graph (a) Airgap torque without controller](image1)

![Graph (b) Airgap torque with controller](image2)

**Figure 108: Experimental Results**

### 5.3.3.6 Summary

A method for extracting subsynchronous components of the current flowing in a transmission line at different series compensation levels has been presented in this chapter. This has been embedded in a VSC-HVDC station as an auxiliary control loop to damp SSR upon occurrence. As it has been shown, if the torsional modes of the shaft of a synchronous generator are known, the design of the proposed damping scheme can be easily carried out. This can be extended to any transmission topology. The effectiveness of the scheme has been assessed in the three machine GB model, which has been upgraded with a point-to-point VSC-HVDC link. This AC-DC system has been assessed through eigenvalue analysis following the state-space modelling of the system. The test system, together with the SSR damping controller, have been implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC to perform time domain simulations. The eigenvalue analysis and the results obtained through simulations agree on well. More importantly, the SSR damping controller proposed in this work is effective for a broad series compensation range. Experimental validation of the proposed method is also presented in order to evaluate the real time operation of the AC/DC grid while providing SSR control. The HIL tests presented here can act as a frame work for future testing of different control of AC/DC grids, thee by reducing the risk on the real network components.
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5.4 Analysis and protection of HVDC systems subject to AC and DC faults– Gen Li

5.4.1 Introduction

The voltage source converter-based (VSC) high voltage direct current (HVDC) technology has experienced a great development over the last decade due to the following features: 1) compact and flexible station layouts, with low space requirements, and a scalable system design; 2) a high dynamic performance and stable operation with AC networks; 3) supply of passive networks and black-start capability; 4) an independent control of active and reactive power; and 5) STATCOM features [184]-[188].

In a VSC multi-terminal high voltage direct current (MTDC) grid, the resistances dominate the impedances of the DC transmission system. The inductances tend to have a small impact on the propagation of a DC fault. This means that all parts of an MTDC grid will be affected if a DC fault cannot be isolated quickly. Additionally, an AC side connected system will feed currents to the fault through anti-parallel diodes, which can be seen as a three-phase fault on the AC side of a converter. Therefore, a DC fault can be seen as “multi-point” AC faults on its connected AC system.

DC circuit breakers (DCCBs), AC circuit breakers (ACCBs) and Full-Bridge Modular Multi-Level Converters (FB-MMCs) can be used to block DC fault current in VSC MTDC grids. However, the DC fault transient characteristics of AC/DC networks will be different depending on the type of devices used to protect the DC grid.

In this project, the DC fault clearance and post-fault restoration processes using DCCBs and ACCBs are analysed. The transient responses of the AC/DC system during DC faults are also assessed considering the analysed approaches. The studies are conducted in PSCAD/EMTDC, where an integrated AC/DC transmission system has been modelled. Simulation results indicate that a different transient behaviour arises when different fault isolation and post-fault restoration schemes are employed. The work of this project provides an understanding of the dynamic behaviour in AC/DC systems, in turn contributing to a deeper comprehension of system operation and control system design.

The transient characteristics of an AC/DC network using DCCBs to isolate a DC fault are studied. The influence of different operating times and sizes of DC reactors are considered. For completeness, the power angle and AC voltage stability of the AC connected systems are examined. The input impedance of the VSC is defined to analyse the “multi-point” faults. In addition to providing a further understanding on the dynamic behaviour of AC/DC systems during DC fault conditions, the studies in this paper show that an increase in the operating speed of the DCCBs provides better results to mitigate the impacts of “multi-point” faults than by increasing the size of the DC reactor. A balance between these two aspects may contribute to the risk-managed deployment of DCCBs –which is essential to design effective protection strategies for combined AC/DC systems.

5.4.2 Methodology and system modelling

5.4.2.1 Methodology

If a short-circuit occurs in an AC system, the voltage will drop and current will increase at the fault location. The impedance at this point will decrease near to zero. However, other places in the AC system far from the fault may not be affected by this impedance change. The distance protection method is based on this principle, which considers the ratio of measured voltages to measured currents [189].
In order to show that a DC fault in an MTDC grid can be seen as “multi-point” faults by its connected AC system, the concept of impedance measurement is borrowed from distance relaying in AC systems. The input impedance of a VSC during a DC fault is defined as the equivalent impedance as seen from the AC side of a converter into the DC system.

The concept of input impedance ($Z_{in}$) is illustrated in Figure 109. As it can be seen, currents and voltages are measured at the AC side of a converter. Equation 40 and Equation 42 are used to calculate the magnitude of $Z_{in}$:

$$V_{rms} = \sqrt{\frac{V_a^2 + V_b^2 + V_c^2}{3}}$$

Equation 40

$$I_{rms} = \sqrt{\frac{I_a^2 + I_b^2 + I_c^2}{3}}$$

Equation 41

$$Z_{in} = \frac{V_{rms}}{I_{rms}}$$

Equation 42

The input impedance can be used to describe the electrical distances within an MTDC grid during a DC fault. If the value of $Z_{in}$ of different converters drops to a similar value, this implies that the DC fault is equivalent to “multi-point” faults from the viewpoint of the connected AC system.
The studies presented focus on the impact that DC faults have on AC system stability. To achieve this, the phase angles of synchronous generators and AC bus voltages in the AC system are used. Different DCCB operating times and values of the DC reactor will be examined to investigate the effect on the value of Zin.

Fault isolation and post-fault restoration schemes using DCCBs (both through the fully selective and the "Open Grid" approaches) and ACCBs are analysed.

5.4.2.2 Test System Modelling

An integrated AC/DC power transmission system, shown in Figure 110, has been developed in PSCAD/EMTDC. The system consists of the four-machine two-area AC system reported in [189] which has been upgraded to include a four-terminal meshed HVDC grid.

The MTDC grid can represent offshore DC systems connecting offshore wind farms to onshore AC grids. Every DC cable has a DCCB at each end. Converters 1 and 2 are connected to equivalent AC systems (which are not of special interest in this investigation). Converters 3 and 4 are connected to buses 7 and 9 of the AC system. Each synchronous generator is modelled together with an exciter, a turbine and a governor. The converters are two-level VSCs with a symmetrical monopole configuration.

Although half-bridge MMCs are now widely adopted, a two-level VSC has a very similar DC fault behaviour [190]. As it will provide a reasonably similar impact on the connected AC systems it is thus adopted in this work. The parameters of the DC grid are given in Table I. The data for HVDC cables has been taken from [191]. The cable lengths are indicated in Figure 110.
The IGBTs from the converters cannot withstand large fault currents; therefore, the converter internal protection systems will block the IGBTs to prevent damage.

\[
\frac{di}{dt} > 3 \text{ kA/ms}
\]

\[
i > 2 \times i_{\text{rated}}
\]

**Figure 111: Logic of converter local protection**

The converter local protection is based on an overcurrent and rate-of-rise of current criterion. Once the rate-of-rise of the current flowing through the converter is higher than 3 kA/ms or if the current exceeds twice the value of rated DC current, tripping signals will be sent to block the IGBTs. The converter local protection logic is shown in Figure 111.

**5.4.3 Simulation results and analysis**

**5.4.3.1 Influence of DCCB operating times**

Simulations are performed to assess the effect of different DCCB operating times, with results shown in Figure 112. DCCB34 and DCCB43 trip at 5, 20 and 60 ms. As it can be seen, a decrease in the operating times enables a faster system recovery to steady state. When the DCCBs operate 60 ms after the fault (for instance, due to a long decision making algorithm time or to the use of mechanical DCCBs), the phase angle between synchronous generators 1 and 3 experiences large oscillations, which means that the AC system is severely impacted.

It can be observed that the AC voltages of both buses are affected at almost the same time. When the DCCBs trip 5 ms after the fault, the system will recover to steady state, leading to a voltage increase in bus 7 and a voltage decrease in bus 9.
If the DC fault is not isolated quickly, the DC voltage will continue to drop and AC currents will start to feed into the DC side once the DC voltage is lower than the AC line-to-line voltages. Following this, AC voltages will drop considerably.

As it can be seen in Figure 112(c), the DC fault current increases to more than 20 kA when a 60 ms operating time is employed. This value goes beyond the current interrupting capabilities of any available DCCB. In practical applications, a DC reactor would be used to limit the rate-of-rise of fault current so that the DCCBs can interrupt the fault within its rated current.

Figure 112 also shows the input impedance $Z_{in}$ of converters 3 and 4. During normal operation, $Z_{in3}$ and $Z_{in4}$ have different values since each converter has different set points. However, both drop quickly and reach a similar value if the DC fault is not isolated fast enough. As discussed previously, this implies that the fault in the MTDC grid could be interpreted as "multi-point" faults in the adjacent AC system. In this case, the stability of the overall system may have been compromised. It should be highlighted that the input impedances cannot become zero due to the impedance contribution of the AC transformer, AC and DC reactors and DC cables.
5.4.3.2 Influence of DC protection approaches

**Case 1 – Fully Selective Approach**

When the fully selective scheme is used, 5 ms are considered for fault detection, discrimination and location. It is assumed that operating time of the DCCB is 5 ms.

Simulation results are shown in Figure 113(a). DCCB\textsubscript{34} and DCCB\textsubscript{43} trip 10 ms after the fault. Within this time the DC fault current flowing through DCCB\textsubscript{34} rises to about 10 kA. The converter terminal voltages drop to around 100 kV. The DC voltages start to recover as long as the converters are de-blocked.

The voltages of both AC buses 7 and 9 are impacted by the fault at almost the same time. The reason for this behavior is that unlike their AC counterparts, MTDC grids are “low-inertia” systems and thus the DC voltage drop propagates very quickly within the MTDC grid once a DC fault occurs. The AC system will be affected multiple times through the AC/DC connecting points. From the viewpoint of AC systems, a DC fault within the DC grid can be seen as “multiple faults”.

The power angle difference between generators 1 and 3 reaches steady state following some oscillations. Although the faulted DC line is isolated, the power in this line shifts to other routes within the DC grid. The converter is capable of operating at the pre-fault power. For this reason, the power transferred in the AC corridor recovers to the original value after the fault.

**Case 2 – ‘Open Grid’ Approach**

In this case, the “Open Grid” method is utilized. The DCCBs will be tripped depending on the local measurements without fault discrimination and location. A DCCB will be tripped if the current flowing through it is higher than 5 kA or if the DC voltage is lower than 80\% of the DC voltage reference. A time of 5 ms has been considered for the DCCB to measure the residual voltages and currents of the remaining circuits in order to detect the fault location. The converter local protection algorithm is similar to that of the last section.

In this case, only converters 3 and 4 are blocked. DCCB\textsubscript{31}, DCCB\textsubscript{42} and DCCB\textsubscript{41}, which are connected to the same DC busbar of DCCB\textsubscript{34} and DCCB\textsubscript{43}, are also tripped. After 5 ms these DCCBs reclose base on post-fault signals. This occurs since only the DCCBs “seeing” the fault operate immediately when their fault detection criteria is satisfied. The faulted line is isolated rapidly so that the voltage collapse (which drops to about 240 kV) stops quickly. This in turn prevents converters 1 and 2 from seeing the fault. Figure 113(b) shows that the current flowing through DCCB\textsubscript{34} is interrupted at 5 kA. In other words, DCCB\textsubscript{34} is tripped due to the overcurrent criteria.
Due to the short fault isolation and post-fault restoration times, the host AC system is impacted less severely than when the fully selective approach is employed. The overall system can restore to a satisfactory steady state faster.

**Figure 113**: Simulation results for the fault at the middle of line 3

**Case 3 - ACCBs**

Figure 113(c) shows the transient response of the test AC/DC system when ACCBs are used as fault isolation and post-fault restoration devices.

The converters are blocked firstly by the converter local protection. A waiting time of 80 ms is used to simulate the operating time of ACCBs. The entire DC grid starts to de-energize and the fault discrimination and location completes during this period. Therefore, the DC fault current increases to about 15 kA. This large fault current is in-fed from the AC side of the VSC, which draws a large amount of reactive power. Thus, AC voltage drop at buses 7 and 9 is much larger than in the previous cases. As previously pointed out, from its viewpoint the AC system suffers “two faults” at buses 7 and 9. Moreover, the fault isolation and post-fault restoration time
would not be acceptable for the AC system and therefore becomes unstable. As it can be observed, the power angle of the generators oscillates and the power transferred in the AC corridor experiences large unwanted oscillations.

5.4.4 Summary

In an MTDC grid, a DC fault will propagate to all converters quickly due to the small impedance of the transmission circuits. If a DC fault occurs within an MTDC grid which is connecting to an AC system with multiple converters, all the AC sides of converters will sense this fault. Therefore, a DC fault within an MTDC grid can be seen as “multi-point” faults on its connected AC system.

In this project, the impacts of DCCB and DC grid protection on AC/DC system stability subjects to DC faults are analysed and assessed. The input impedance of VSC is defined to analyse the influence of a DC fault on the stability of AC system.

The studies show that the impacts of a DC fault on the stability of AC system are nearly the same regardless of the fault locations within the DC grid. The magnitudes of the input impedances at VSCs in AC/DC systems move towards a similar value if the DC fault cannot be isolated quickly. This indicates that a DC fault produces multiple impacts on its connected AC system which can be seen as “multi-point” faults on its connected AC system. As a consequence, voltage and power angle stability of the system will be reduced.

The dynamic interactions between a DC grid and an AC system during DC faults are analysed and assessed when the DCCBs and ACCBs are employed. In a DC grid using DCCBs to provide fast clearance of a DC fault, two main solutions appear possible. One is the fully selective approach to apply the same protection philosophy and principles used in AC systems. The second is the “Open Grid” concept. Both of the two approaches can reduce the impacts on the stability of the AC/DC systems. An increase in the size of the DC reactor to mitigate “multi-point” faults provides limited benefits compared to enhancing operating speeds of the DCCBs.

The use of ACCBs will lead to the de-energization of the entire DC grid. The long fault isolation and restoration time can lead to the instability of integrated AC
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